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Abstract
Global epidemic surveillance is an essential task for national biosecurity management
and bioterrorism prevention. The main goal is to protect the public from major health
threads. To perform this task effectively one requires reliable, timely and accurate medical
information from a wide range of sources. Towards this goal, we present a framework for epi-
demiological analytics that can be used to extract and visualize infectious disease outbreaks
from the variety of unstructured web sources automatically. More precisely, in this thesis, we
consider several research tasks including document relevance classification, entity extraction
and animal disease-related event recognition in the veterinary epidemiology domain. First,
we crawl web sources and classify collected documents by topical relevance using supervised
learning algorithms. Next, we propose a novel approach for automated ontology construc-
tion in the veterinary medicine domain. Our approach is based on semantic relationship
discovery using syntactic patterns. We then apply our automatically-constructed ontology
for the domain-specific entity extraction task. Moreover, we compare our ontology-based
entity extraction results with an alternative sequence labeling approach. We introduce a
sequence labeling method for the entity tagging that relies on syntactic feature extraction
using a sliding window. Finally, we present our novel sentence-based event recognition
approach that includes three main steps: entity extraction of animal diseases, species, loca-
tions, dates and the confirmation status n-grams; event-related sentence classification into
two categories - suspected or confirmed; automated event tuple generation and aggrega-
tion. We show that our document relevance classification results as well as entity extraction
and disease-related event recognition results are significantly better compared to the results
reported by other animal disease surveillance systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The large spread of infectious diseases has a great negative impact on society. While human
infectious diseases can result in significant loss of life, animal diseases can cause major
problems across the world because of the influence on the economy78 and trade48. Moreover,
animal diseases that are zoonotic in type can also cause loss of life in addition to economic
crises and political instability.
To conform to national security regulations, officials need an efficient way to determine
what threats can potentially affect the health and welfare of the citizens, especially in light
of recently increased concerns about bioterrorism. For that purpose, Infectious Disease
Informatics (IDI) studies tasks such as: data collection, sharing, management, modeling
and analysis in the domain of emerging infectious diseases18,84.
1.2 Motivation
An enormous amount of data about animal infectious disease-related events is available
online in both structured and unstructured formats. Structured data is presented to public
in official reports by different organizations such as: state and federal laboratories, local
health care providers, governmental agricultural or environmental agencies. In addition, a
lot of unstructured information can be found in a variety of other contexts e.g., news, e-
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mails, blogs, which in contrast to the official reports is completely unorganized. In order to
exploit this unstructured data, machine learning and text mining techniques can be used to
recognize disease-related events, e.g., “On 12 September 2007, a new foot-and-mouth disease
outbreak was confirmed in Egham, Surrey”. Such techniques could be part of automated
systems that can detect, monitor and track responses to animal infectious disease outbreaks
(defined as a set of events which are constrained in space and have temporal overlap)23.
At the Knowledge Discovery in Databases Laboratory, we have developed an intelligent
assistive framework for tracking animal infectious disease-related events. This project was
funded by the National Agricultural Biosecurity Center (NABC)1.
There are several subtasks that we have completed during our NABC project. The first
subtask is web crawling for animal disease-related data collection. The second subtask is
animal disease relevance document classification. The next subtask is search of the indexed
collection. The fourth subtask is data analysis which includes entity extraction, animal
disease-related event recognition and classification. The last subtask is visualization of the
automatically extracted events on a map using GoogleMaps2 and within a timeline using
SIMILE3.
Technically, this thesis is concerned with the main logic of the developed framework
which includes several subtasks from the above listed such as:
− the classification of the disease-related documents collected from different domains;
− domain-specific entity extraction (animal disease names, viruses, disease serotypes);
− automated animal disease-related event recognition and classification from unstruc-
tured web data.
1NABC - http://nabc.ksu.edu/content/
2GoogleMaps API - http://code.google.com/apis/maps/
3SIMILE API - http://www.simile-widgets.org/timeline/
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1.3 Problem Statement
Suppose we have a set of documents D and a collection of sources of information C (e.g.,
news, web-pages, scientific papers, medical literature, e-mails etc.). Every document di
belongs to only one source cj (many-to-one relation). First, we need to classify documents
from D into two classes such as: disease-related DR and disease non-related DNR documents,
where DR ∪DNR ≡ D. A disease-related web-document is a document that reports at least
one emergent or non-emergent animal disease-related event.
We aim to extract structured information about any animal disease-related events from
each piece of di in each source cj, where di ∈ DR, cj ∈ C. Since we consider documents
from different sources, we are looking for several event types including:
− Type 1: Emergent animal disease-related events, that happened recently in a short
period of time e.g., “On Jun 2, 2010, a total of 35 individuals were infected with a
matching strain of salmonella, serotype newport”.
− Type 2: Non-emergent animal disease-related events, that happened long time ago
e.g., “The US saw its latest FMD outbreak in Montebello, California in 1929”.
Moreover, we need to be able to recognized and eliminate animal disease non-related
events of the following types:
− Type 3: Disease-related events that are not related to outbreaks e.g., “A meeting on foot
and mouth disease was held in Brussels on Oct 17, 2007” or e.g., “A team at Peking
University in Beijing studies tissue taken from people killed by H5N1 in China”.
− Type 4: Hypothetical animal disease-related events, e.g., “30 million people could die
if a human-to-human strain of bird flu spreads over the nation”.
− Type 5: Negation of the animal disease-related events, e.g., “Samples from the farm
in Romania have revealed no case of bird flu”.
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The structured information that we want to extract about animal disease-related events
includes domain-specific and domain-independent Named Entities (NE) such as:
− disease names (e.g., “foot and mouth disease”, “rift valley fever”);
− viruses (e.g., “picornavirus”) and serotypes (e.g., “Asia-1”);
− species (e.g., “sheep”, “pigs”, “cattle”);
− locations of events specified at different levels of geo-granularity (e.g., “United King-
dom”, “eastern provinces of Shandong and Jiangsu, China”);
− dates in different formats (e.g., “last Tuesday”, “two month ago”).
Finally, we need to classify automatically-extracted animal disease-related events into
two categories such as:
− confirmed, e.g., “On 9 Jun 2009, the farm’s owner reported symptoms of FMD in
more than 30 hogs”;
− suspected, e.g., “RVF is suspected in Saudi Arabia in September 2000”.
1.4 Significance of the Study
The design and development of a framework for epidemiological analytics requires resolving
several challenging research tasks: disease-related document classification, domain-specific
entity extraction, event recognition and classification as discussed in details in Chapter 3.
Text classification methodology has been studied extensively (e.g., 20-Newsgroups, Reuters-
21578 are typical datasets). However, there are no such datasets and works related to text
classification in the domain of veterinary medicine. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we investi-
gate state-of-the-art machine learning techniques for text classification in the context of the
veterinary medicine domain in order to facilitate the design of our framework.
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Information extraction has been studied by numerous researches, but it remains to be a
challenging problem. In Chapter 5 we suggest our novel approach for an automated domain-
specific ontology construction by learning semantic relations between ontology concepts
using syntactic pattern matching. We then apply our automatically-learned ontology for
the domain-specific entity extraction. Moreover, we suggest an alternative methodology for
the entity extraction that is based on sequence labeling by extracting syntactic features
using a sliding window approach. Both these approaches outperform all existing systems
that report information extraction or named entity recognition results in the domain of
veterinary medicine.
Event recognition and classification has not been studied well, especially in the domain of
veterinary medicine. Despite of some research projects related to political event recognition
from unstructured web documents at The Cline Center for Democracy at the University of
Illinois, to our knowledge, there are no state-of-the-art approaches or universally applied
methodologies for event recognition. In Chapter 6 we suggest our novel approach for animal
disease-related event recognition. Moreover, we apply our event recognition approach to
extract structured information in the predictive epidemiology domain.
1.5 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: We give an overview of the web resources that report infectious diseases
outbreaks. We present systems which are manually maintained by state and federal gov-
ernmental agencies and discuss automated animal disease surveillance web interfaces. We
describe approaches for text categorization, state-of-the-art methodologies for entity and
relation extraction, and animal disease-related event recognition.
Chapter 3: We present an overall description of the framework for epidemiological ana-
lytics and its main functionality including web-crawling, information extraction and event
recognition components.
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Chapter 4: We introduce our supervised framework for document relevance classification
in the veterinary medicine domain. We discuss different feature representations for the
documents collected from multiple sources and various machine learning algorithms. We
perform an experiment for disease relevance document classification using different feature
representations and classification algorithms.
Chapter 5: To address the lack of a veterinary medicine ontology, we first manually
build a set ontologies and expand the initial ontology with semantic relationships (syn-
onymic, hyponymic and causal) identified using syntactic patterns and part of speech tag-
ging. We then show how to use these semantic relationships for expansion of the manually
constructed ontology and automatically construct new ontology. We present an overview
for the biomedical entity extraction task for the domain of the veterinary medicine using
an animal disease example. We discuss the results of biomedical entity extraction using
manually vs. automatically-constructed ontologies. Moreover, we suggest an alternative
sequence modeling approach for the entity extraction. We extract syntactic features using
sliding window approach. We then report our experimental results for the entity extraction
approach based on the syntactic features.
Chapter 6: We present our novel sentence-based methodology for disease-related event
recognition in the domain of veterinary medicine. We first discuss the entity recognition
phase; we then describe the event sentence classification phase; finally, we demonstrate
the event tuple generation and aggregation phase. The experimental results for our event
recognition approach confirm the feasibility of the proposed approach. Moreover, we apply
our event recognition approach to a specific classification task in the predictive epidemiology.
Chapter 7: We conclude with a summary, a list of contributions and future work direc-
tions.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Monitoring Systems in Veterinary Epidemiology
2.1.1 Manually-Supported Web Interfaces
There are several manually-supported web-system for animal disease outbreak monitoring
and reporting at international level including:
− The World Organization for Animal Health (OIE)1 is the one of the most important
sources that report about animal health situations at international level using The
World Animal Health Information Database (WAHID) Interface2.
− The World Health Organization (WHO)3 provides users with an interactive informa-
tion mapping system - The WHO Global Atlas of Infectious Diseases4.
− The Animal Production and Health Division at Food and Agricultural Organization
of United Nations5 allows monitoring infectious disease outbreaks within a map and
timeline view using The Emergency Prevention System (EMPRES) for Transboundary
Animal and Plant Pests and Diseases6.
1OIE - http://www.oie.int/eng/en_index.htm
2WAHID Interface - http://www.oie.int/wahis/public.php?page=home
3WHO - http://www.who.int/en
4WHO Atlas Interface - http://diseasemaps.usgs.gov/index.htm
5FAO - http://www.fao.org/ag/againfo/home/en/index.htm
6EMPRES - http://www.fao.org/EMPRES/default.html
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− The Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)7 provides users
with consistent information about animal health and welfare in United Kingdom.
Many systems monitor situation about animal disease outbreaks at the country and state
level in the United States:
− The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)8 manages a data system for animal dis-
eases (e.g., foot and mouth disease, rift valley fever);
− The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) administers a database for wildlife diseases through
its National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC)9;
− Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)10 provide users with data about
infectious diseases;
− Iowa State University Center for Food Security and Public Health (CFSPH)11 website
supplies users with information about infectious animal diseases, vaccines, disease fact
sheets, image databases for diseases, and other useful resources for producers and
veterinarians.
Several biological portals that are manually curated by research agencies and universities
are also available online:
− Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) BioPortal12 is developed for global FMD surveillance
based on news monitoring and maintained by FMD Surveillance and Modeling Labo-
ratory at the University of California UC Davis. FMD BioPortal uses crawlers that
regularly collect FMD-related news from the Internet. Relevant news are stored in the
database after keyword-based filtering from a large document collection68.
7DEFRA - http://www.defra.gov.uk
8USDA - http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usdahome
9NWHC - http://www.nwhc.usgs.gov
10CDC - http://www.cdc.gov
11CFSPH - http://www.cfsph.iastate.edu
12FMD BioPortal - https://fmdbioportal.ucdavis.edu
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− BioSurveillance Portal at the University of Arizona, maintained by its Artificial Intel-
ligence Laboratory13 is a web-based Infectious Disease Informatics (IDI) system that
provides access to distributed health data for several major infectious diseases;
In addition, there are several specific online resources for highly pathogenic animal
diseases, e.g., the Reference Laboratories Information System14 for the OIE/FAO Foot-
and-Mouth Disease Reference Laboratories Network. The necessity of human analysis and
manual/semi-automated maintenance is a major drawback of the above discussed online
systems for animal disease outbreaks tracking.
2.1.2 Automated Web Services
The BioCaster Global Health Monitor15 is an online web-based system for detecting and
mapping infectious disease outbreaks from news26. The system follows 1500 RSS feeds
hourly that deal with a taxonomy of 4300 named entities (50 disease names, 243 coun-
try names, 4025 province/city names, and latitudes and longitudes for all locations). It is
able to provide information on about 40 infectious diseases at up to 25-30 locations per
day. BioCaster Global Health Monitor provides functionality such as: multilingual informa-
tion extraction from news limited to English, French, Spanish, Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese,
Japanese; their classification of documents as topically relevant or not; and plotting events
on a GoogleMap57,37.
HealthMap16 aggregates articles from GoogleNews17 and ProMED-Mail18 portal. It is
a manually maintained Internet-based system that publishes reports generated by public
health experts. The system allows tracking infectious diseases and locations related to
outbreaks. It covers 2300 locations and 1100 disease names and identifies between 20-30
outbreaks per day. Since HealthMap is manually supported system, it supports processing
13BioPortal - http://biocomputingcorp.com/bpsystem.html
14ReLaIS - http://www.foot-and-mouth.org
15BioCaster - http://biocaster.nii.ac.jp/
16HealthMap - http://healthmap.org/en
17GoogleNews - http://news.google.com/
18ProMED - www.promedmail.org
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text in multiple languages such as: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese,
Arabic28.
The information retrieval system MedISys19, supported by the European Union is a part
of the Europe Media Monitor (EMM)20 product family, and was developed for searching web-
based resources and producing quantitative summaries of the latest epidemics reports. This
system includes the information extraction subsystem (the Pattern-based Understanding
and Learning System, PULS)21 that allows automated recognizing of the metadata and
structured facts related to the disease outbreaks in text. MedISys currently collects an
average 50000 news articles per day from about 1400 news portals from commercial news
providers and from about 150 specialized Public Health sites. Moreover, MedISys allows
data aggregation from multiple sources approximately on 43 languages about health-related
topics such as: epidemics, nuclear, chemical/radiological, bio-terrorism, etc. The current
ontology contains 2400 disease names, 400 organisms, 1500 political entities and over 70000
location names including towns, cities, provinces. During the information retrieval phase,
the system performs real-time news clustering and filtering by matching 3000 patterns (e.g.,
multi-word terms and their combinations), then classifies sources into 750 categories. During
the information extraction phase, additional metadata is extracted such as: language, source
country, download time, source site etc. from documents previously converted to Unicode67.
The main advantage of EpiSpider22 is the ability to combine emerging infectious disease
data from ProMED-Mail with similar information from other sites e.g., The Global Disaster
Alert Coordinating System (GDACS)23. In addition, EpiSPIDER extracts this information
from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Factbook24 and the United Nations Human
Development Report25 sites.
19MedISys - http://medusa.jrc.it/medisys/homeedition/all/home.html
20EMM - http://emm.jrc.it/overview.html
21PULS - http://sysdb.cs.helsinki.fi/puls/jrc/all
22EpiSpider - http://www.epispider.org/
23GDACS - www.gdacs.org
24CIA - https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
25UNDHDR - http://hdr.undp.org/en
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The main differences between these abovementioned intelligent systems and our frame-
work for epidemiological analytics include:
1. the system purpose - disease surveillance vs. research or epidemiological analytics;
2. targeted audience - public vs. domain experts and analysts;
3. processed data - news vs. medical literature, blogs, e-mails, scientific papers etc..
Table 2.1: The comparison of automated and semi-automated systems for animal disease
outbreak monitoring
BioCaster HealthMap MedISys+PULS KDD System
Year 2007 2007 2007 2010
Country Japan USA European Union USA
Mined
Sources
1500 News Feeds Google News,
ProMED-Mail
1400 news por-
tals + 150 Pub-
lic Health sites
Customized
predefined set of
seeds by domain
experts
Productivity 25-30 locations
on 40 diseases
per/day
20-30 outbreaks
per day
50,000 news arti-
cles per day
Future Work:
Set up the
schedule for
crawling
Supported
Languages
English, French,
Spanish, Chi-
nese, Thai,
Vietnamese,
Japanese
English, French,
Spanish, Por-
tuguese, Rus-
sian, Chinese,
Arabic
43 languages Future work:
“Wikification”
for the multilin-
gual IE/IR
Geographical
Entities
243 coun-
tries, 4,025
sub-countries
(provinces,
cities)
2,300 locations 70,000 locations
(towns, cities,
provinces)
> million loca-
tions from NGA
GEOnet Names
Database
Domain-
specific
Entities
50 diseases
(ontology with
synonyms,
symptoms)
1100 diseases 2400 animal +
human disease
names, 400 or-
ganisms, 1500
political entities
Automatically-
constructed
ontology with
> 1000 animal
diseases, viruses,
serotypes
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2.2 Document Classification
Given a set of documents Dtrain and a set of classes S, such as each document dtraini ∈ D is
labeled with a class sj ∈ S, and taking a test document dtesti from Dtest (Dtrain ∪Dtest = ∅),
we want to predict the label of dtesti . This is called supervised classification task because the
labels for the instances, in our case documents in the training set, are known43,15. When the
labels are not available for the instances, the task becomes unsupervised text classification,
also called clustering5,8. In the semi-supervised text classification only part of the instances
are labeled, usually there is a small set of labeled data and a lot of unlabeled data9,10.
The text categorization task has been extensively studied previously66,81. In the super-
vised learning framework each document is represented as a feature vector < w1,d,w2,d, ..., wn,d >,
where n is size of the vocabulary of the document collection. This representation is called
”bag-of-words” representation. The feature representation7,6 can be binary (0/1), based on
term frequency (TF) or term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as shown in
Equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 respectively2,11.
wi,d =
{
0, if c(d, ti) = 0
1, if c(d, ti) > 0,
(2.1)
where c(d, ti) is the number of time term ti occurs in document d.
wi,d =
{
0, if c(d, ti) = 0
c(d, ti), if c(d, ti) > 0,
(2.2)
where term frequency c(d, ti) can also be normalized by the total number of occurrences of
the terms in the document c(d, t).
The TF-IDF representation takes into account the importance of the single significant
term, for instance the term occurring frequently in the document, but rarely in the rest of
the collection is given high weight.
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The TF-IDF representation of the features (words) in the document is denoted as:
wi,d = tfi · log N
dfi
=
∑
di∈D c(d, ti)∑
di∈D,i c(d, ti)
· log N
di|di ∈ D, c(d, ti) > 0| , (2.3)
where the first component represents the term frequency and the second component - inverse
document frequency, where the log is used to dampen the effect of TF-IDF relative to TF.
The abovementioned ”bag-of-words” representation is usually sufficient for text catego-
rization. However, there are other more advanced approaches such as: n-gram model for
text classification which shows that 2-grams and 3-grams improve the classification, but
this is not true for longer n-grams29, using noun phrases as terms40, part-of-speech tagging
(POS)4, bag-of-concepts65.
In supervised learning, a classifier builds the model using the training data Dtrain. There
are many of classifiers that have been used for supervised document classification such as:
Naive Bayes (NB)16, Support Vector Machines (SVM)14, k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN)59 and
others3,1.
In this work, we aim to evaluate the classification accuracy for our domain-specific
documents collected from multiple domains (e.g., news, e-mails, papers) when using different
feature representations (“bag -of-words” unigrams, bigrams, term frequency) in Chapter 4.
2.3 Entity Extraction
Entity extraction, also called Named Entity Recognition (NER), is a subtask of informa-
tion extraction that seeks to locate and classify atomic elements in text into predefined
categories , such as:
− person names (e.g., “Bill Ball”, “Mr. Smith”),
− organizations (e.g., “Apple, “IBM Inc.”),
− locations (e.g., “China”, “New York”),
− expressions of times (e.g., “June 20 2010”, “last month”),
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− quantities (e.g., “13”, “one thousand”) etc.
The list of predefined categories can be extended to include the specific knowledge for
the domain of veterinary medicine such as:
− animal diseases, synonyms and abbreviations (e.g., “Brucellosis”, “Bang’s disease”),
− disease serotypes and corresponding viruses (e.g.,“B. melitensis”),
− corresponding species (e.g., “sheep”, “goat”).
Let us consider the NER task in details, existing methodologies and state-of-the-art
approaches. For instance, given the unstructured sentence about animal disease outbreak:
“The US saw its latest FMD outbreak in Montebello, California in 1929 where 3,600 pigs
were slaughtered”, the NER system produces the annotated output such as:
“The US[LOC] saw its latest FMD[DIS] outbreak in Montebello[LOC], California[LOC] in
1929[DT ] where 3,600 pigs[SP ] were slaughtered”, where E[DIS] denotes the disease name
entity, E[LOC] - location entity, E[DT ] - date entity and E[SP ] - species entity.
Various methods have been used for the named entity recognition. The earliest ap-
proaches such as: gazetteer and regular expressions are still commonly used for the domain-
specific entity extraction82. The limitations of using these approaches include continuous
manual support. The dictionary look-up methods achieve high precision, but low recall due
to the limited to the size of the dictionary.
Other approaches such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM)85 and Conditional Random
Fields (CRF)39, based on automatically learned patterns, give much better results in com-
parison to dictionary look-up methods. The CRF approach is implemented in the CRF
project26. Another toolkit called Learning Based Java (LBJ) 27 also achieves high accuracy
for the NER task, similar to CRF61.
26CRF Project - http://crf.sourceforge.net/
27LBJ - http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/asoftware.php?skey=LBJ
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A comprehensive list of existing NER systems including Stanford NER System28, CMU
Lemur Toolkit29, Open NLP30 is summarized by William Hsu et al.33.
In addition to general named entities, there are works in domain-specific biomedical
entity extraction that deal with human diseases, gene and protein extraction: dictionary-
based bio-entity name recognition in biomedical literature82, protein name recognition using
gazetteer69, and gene-disease relation extraction79. All these methods are based on static
dictionaries for entity extraction, that limit the recall of the system by the size of the
dictionary. There is a more effective method based on conditional random fields that has
been applied for identifying gene and protein mentions in text46. This approach requires
annotated training corpora for learning, which is not available for the veterinary medicine
domain yet.
Furthermore, there are several emergency surveillance systems that perform automated
extraction of animal disease names from web documents described in Section 2.1.2.
− BioCaster is limited to 50 animal diseases and uses manually constructed multilin-
gual ontology21. It uses support vector machines to extract entities including animal
diseases, synonyms45, viruses and agents57.
− Pattern-based Understanding and Learning System (PULS)67 and HealthMap28 extract
as high as 2400 and 1100 disease names respectively (both human and animal diseases).
They both are based on dictionary look-up approach and do not recognize any other
disease related concepts such as causative viruses or disease serotypes.
In this work, we aim to perform entity extraction in the domain of veterinary epidemi-
ology in Chapter 5. Our goal is to improve the accuracy of the domain-specific entity ex-
traction, including animal disease names, their synonyms, abbreviations and corresponding
viruses, in order to boost the accuracy of disease-related event recognition task.
28Stanford NER - http://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/index.shtml
29Lemur Toolkit - http://www.lemurproject.org/
30Open NLP - http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/
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2.4 Relationship Extraction
Relation extraction detects and defines the semantic relationships between entities, for in-
stance part-whole relation, metonymy, synonymy, hyponymy etc. We aim to learn the
relations between domain-specific entities in order to increase the accuracy of the entity
extraction task. Resources that can be used for increasing biomedical entity extraction
results by discovering semantic relationships between entities, can be divided into several
categories:
− structured domain-independent e.g., WordNet31;
− structured domain-dependent e.g., Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)32, Word
Health Organization International Classification of Diseases (ICD)33, Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED)34;
− semistructured domain-independent e.g., Wikipedia35.
Although, WordNet is a manually constructed lexical database with structured knowl-
edge and Wikipedia, by contrast, is an unstructured source of knowledge, they both are not
domain-specific, therefore, they do not include enough information about infectious animal
diseases, their synonyms and viruses. Also, the other domain-specific resources mentioned
above UMLS, ICD and SNOMED cannot be applied for biomedical entity extraction in the
domain of veterinary medicine, because they consist of concepts related to both human and
animal diseases. Therefore, a unified ontology in a veterinary medicine domain is needed.
The process of the ontology construction is very difficult, labor-intensive and time con-
suming. In order to reduce the cost of building ontologies, there are several ontology learning
systems which allow to extract concepts and relations between concepts from text e.g., On-
toLearn49, OntoMiner24 and many others that are discussed in31. However, such systems are
31WordNet - http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
32UMLS - http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
33WHO ICD - http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/
34SNOMED - http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/Snomed/
35Wikipedia - http://www.wikipedia.org/
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generally based upon shallow natural language processing techniques and, therefore, mainly
extract concepts with taxonomic (e.g., synonymic “is-a”) relations between them. The tax-
onomic relation discovery approaches have been addressed primarily within the biomedical
field as there are very large text collections readily available e.g. PubMed.
Other systems for automated ontology construction, such as Text-To-Onto42 and its
successor Text2Onto20, allow extracting also non-taxonomic (e.g., hyponymic) relations be-
tween concepts using association rule-mining and predefined regular expressions. Their main
drawback is that they cannot effectively extract domain-specific concepts, because they iden-
tify semantic relations based on part-of-speech tags only. However, Cimiano and Staab19
demonstrated the effectiveness of their system for extracting general concepts including
person and location named entities. They use taxonomic and non-taxonomic patterns for
semantic relation discovery between concepts, as a preliminary step for entity classification.
It is sufficient to mention other related works about the extraction of semantic relations
from web13 and from bioscience text62,63. In addition, Wang and Cohen76 suggested a set
expansion approach of domain non-specific named entities using the web and compared it
with GoogleSets and BayesianSets30.
By contrast with many ontology learning systems that use shallow parsing, Concept
Tuple-based Ontology Learning (CRCTOL) performs full-text parsing using statistical and
rule-based syntactic analysis of documents. It, thus, allows constructing richer ontologies in
terms of the range and number of semantic relationships present in the ontology35.
We suggest an approach for automated construction of a domain-specific ontology in
Chapter 5, in contrast to other systems that construct general concept ontologies20,42,31,35,
and use these ontologies to extract veterinary medicine entities. Similar to other sys-
tems49,24, we use a semantic relation extraction approach for automated ontology expansion,
but by applying a comprehensive set of syntactic patterns and part of speech tagging, we
capture non-taxonomic relations between concepts in addition to taxonomic relations.
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2.5 Event Recognition
Event recognition is a detection of the events on sentence or document level where specific
types of entities participate in. As described in Chapter 1 Section 1.3, we need to be able
to discriminate several types of sentences that include:
− Type 1: Emergent animal disease-related event (emergent outbreak reports for animal
disease surveillance);
− Type 2: Non-emergent animal disease-related event (past outbreak reports);
− Type 3: Other disease-related events that are not related to outbreaks (national and
international level meetings/conferences about animal infectious disease surveillance);
− Type 4, 5: Negation or hypothetical speculations of the animal disease-related events
(speculations in the scientific literature and other publications about animal infectious
disease spread).
For instance, let us consider a sentence that we are particularly interested in: “As of
21 Jun 2010, the total number of PCR-confirmed outbreaks (cases) in Miyazaki, Japan was
291”. This sentence includes facts about confirmed animal disease-related event Type 1,
which is an emergent outbreak report.
The event recognition task is very challenging because event may not be directly ex-
pressed in the sentence. For example, let us consider the sample paragraph: “Foot-and-
mouth disease killed 15 hog on farm in Taiwan. Outbreak was reported on 9 June”.
It is clear that the sample paragraph requires coreference resolution, e.g., identify all
noun phrases that refer to the same object. There are several machine learning and other
approaches that have been applied for the coreference resolution task including56,22 as well
as existing Baltimore Anaphora Resolution Toolkit (BART)70 and Illinois Coreference Res-
olution System 36.
36 Illinois Coreference Resolution System - http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/coref_demo.php
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Moreover, let us discuss several systems presented in Section 2.1.2 for disease-related
event detection that extract diseases and locations from text.
− BioCaster is an online ontology-based system for detecting and mapping infectious dis-
ease outbreaks from news26. Their approach for event detection is based on searching
for disease-location pairs and calculating their frequency in the document and in the
collection37. The methodology for deriving synonyms for disease-related verbs that
are part of events <disease, verb, location> is similar to our approach. However, Bio-
Caster does not provide assistance with classification of extracted events as confirmed
or suspected.
− Pattern-based Understanding and Learning System (PULS) allows extracting meta-
data and structured facts related to animal disease outbreaks using pattern matching
approach67. Similar to other systems, it does not classify extracted events and does
not report anything about past outbreaks, which is important, for instance, for the
predictive epidemiology domain.
− HealthMap is a manually supported web system, therefore it does not automatically ex-
tract events from the unstructured text. HealthMap crawls data from Google News and
ProMED-Mail portal and provides reports about disease outbreaks to the public28.As
HealthMap processes only news articles and e-mails, it uses the date of publication as
the reported date of the event.
Our approach addresses the limitations of the abovementioned systems. In Chapter 6 we
propose a sentence-based approach for automated extraction of disease-related event tuples,
which include disease, date, location, species entities and confirmation status. Moreover,
we also classify automatically extracted event tuples into two categories such as: suspected
or confirmed.
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2.6 Summary and Discussion
In this Chapter we discussed the existing systems for monitoring animal disease outbreaks,
related work for text categorization, entity and relation extraction, event recognition:
− We presented the broad overview of the existing systems for monitoring animal disease-
related events. We discussed manually-supported web-services and their limitations
vs. automated systems. Moreover, at a high level, we compared the automated sys-
tems with our framework for epidemiological analytics by several criteria including ap-
proaches to geo-location and domain-specific entity extraction, supported languages,
productivity and mined sources.
− We briefly discussed related work to the most commonly used approaches for text
categorization including supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. We
introduced different representation of the document in terms of features such as: “bag-
of-words” unigrams, bigrams, term frequency, TF-IDF, binary etc.
− We mentioned state-of-the-art methodologies for entity extraction such as: Hidden
Markov Models and Conditional Random Fields. In addition to general named entity
extraction (e.g., geo-locations, dates, organizations), we concentrated on the related
works for domain-specific entity recognition. We reviewed existing disease surveillance
systems that also perform domain-specific entity extraction.
− We mentioned structured, unstructured and semi-structured sources for relation ex-
traction between entities together with automated ontology learning systems.
− Finally, we reviewed the related work to the event recognition and existing approaches
to coreference resolution. Furthermore, we discussed several methodologies for event
recognition that existing surveillance systems apply.
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Chapter 3
Framework for Epidemiological
Analytics
3.1 System Overview
3.1.1 System Functionality
Taking into account the forensic, predictive and normative aspects of the system, we define
its main purpose as capturing all possible breakdowns in communication channels between
state, national and international levels of animal disease management. We target our intel-
ligent tool for animal disease-related event detection at several groups of end-users:
− Research and Public Health Communities (e.g., labs);
− Health Care Providers (e.g., regional hospitals);
− Governmental Agencies (e.g., CDC).
Users access system components using a web interface, search crawled documents, re-
trieve relevant information from the data storage, perform domain-specific entity extraction,
recognize animal disease related events and visualize them on the map and within timeline,
as shown in Figure 3.1.
The users of the system are provided with basic information retrieval and extraction
functionality for detection, prevention and management of infectious animal disease event
related information, including:
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the epidemiological framework functionality
1. data collection using crawler components;
2. information sharing through the web interface;
3. query-based search using a Lucene-based1 ranking component;
4. data analysis using entity extraction and event recognition components;
5. event visualization on a map (GoogleMaps) and within a timeline (SIMILE).
Algorithm 1 explains the information retrieval functionality listed above including data
collection, sharing and search.
3.1.2 Data Collection using Web Crawling
For data collection we periodically crawl the web using Heritrix2 crawler with a customized
set of seeds (e.g., ProMed-Mail, DEFRA etc.) and terms (infectious animal disease names
1Lucene Search Engine API - http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/
2Heritrix Crawler - http://crawler.archive.org/
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Algorithm 1 Information Retrieval Functionality (1 - 3)
Input: Set S of seeds sp ∈ S and set T of terms ti ∈ T, set of topics K.
Output: collection D of documents dj, set of documents R
q relevant to
query q, and Rq ⊂ D.
doCrawl(S, T);
[D → K] = classifyDocsByTopics(D);
i = indexDocuments(D);
if q ∈ {Disease} then
[Rdis] = searchByDisease(dis,D);
elseif q ∈ {Location} then
[Rloc] = searchByLocation(loc,D)
else
[Rq] = searchByKeyword(q,D);
end;
end.
from the ontology). Figure 3.2 shows that, by contrast with systems which use only news
sources and do not digest refereed articles, we do not focus on specific sources.
After crawling, we perform an additional processing of web pages for entity extraction
using domain-specific and domain-independent knowledge. Towards this goal, Weninger77
developed a text-to-tag ratio-based method for content extraction from web pages.
Then, we perform document classification, as animal disease-related or non-related, using
Na¨ıve Bayes Classifier50. Finally, within the set of documents that are classified as disease-
relevant, we allow users to perform search by disease and/or location entities in addition to
general query-based keyword search.
3.1.3 Entity Extraction
After collecting the data, we are focused on an entity extraction task that is an automatic
extraction of structured information about animal disease-related events from unstructured
crawled web documents. More precisely, we seek to locate and classify atomic elements in
text into predefined categories as shown in Figure 3.3:
− disease names (e.g., “foot-and-mouth disease”);
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Figure 3.2: Crawled web documents from different domains
− viruses (e.g., “FMDV”), serotypes (e.g. “SAT-1”) - N/A;
− species (e.g., “cattle”) and quantities - N/A;
− locations (e.g., “China”);
− dates (e.g., “Friday, Dec 13”);
− organizations (e.g., “Agriculture Ministry”).
We developed several tagging tools including disease and species extractors3 for auto-
mated domain-specific entity extraction. For animal disease extraction, we constructed an
initial ontology OINIT for the complete set of diseases and viruses using publicly available
lists of animal disease names such as: CFSPH4, DEFRA5, OIE6, Wikipedia7.
For boosting animal disease extraction results, we enrich semantically and extend our
initial ontology OINIT by extracting semantic relations (including synonymic, hyponymic
3KDD DSEx - http://fingolfin.user.cis.ksu.edu:8080/diseaseextractor/
4CFSPH - http://www.cfsph.iastate.edu/diseaseinfo/animaldiseaseindex.htm
5DEFRA - http://www.defra.gov.uk/foodfarm/farmanimal/diseases/atoz/
6OIE - http://www.oie.int/eng/maladies/en_alpha.htm
7Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_diseases
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Figure 3.3: Information extraction component functionality for tagging disease names,
species, dates, locations and organizations
and causative) between concepts. For semantic relation extraction approach we use syntactic
pattern matching in combination with Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging8. For example, if we
know a disease D and do not know the virus that causes it, we can learn the right-hand side
patterns of relationship entailed in the text, such as Ei where “D is caused by Ei”
19,76.
For location named entity extraction, we used Stanford Named Entity Recognition
(NER) tool9. It is based on conditional random fields approach developed by Lafferty39.
Moreover, we refer to GEOnet Names Database (GNS)10 for location disambiguation and
getting latitude/longitude values. For date extraction, we perform pattern matching us-
ing regular expression-based rules. For species extraction we use pattern matching on a
stemmed dictionary of animal names from Wikipedia.
3.1.4 Animal Disease-Related Event Recognition
The event recognition functionality is based on the entity extraction component which is
described using an example in Figure 3.3. As can be seen, the extracted entities can be possi-
bly augmented in event tuple in form [disease, location, date, species], where the main event
descriptors are disease, date, location and species. Additionally, we can extract organization
8NLTK POS Tagger - http://www.nltk.org/
9Stanford NER - http://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/index.shtml
10GNS - http: // earth-info. nga. mil/ gns/ html/
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that reports an outbreak.
We describe how the entity extractors discussed in Section 3.1.3 produce an event tuple
for an example sentence in Figure 3.4. Initially, each document is tokenized into sentences;
then disease, location, species and dates taggers are applied in addition to a confirmation
status extractor which relies on the set of specific verbs for event recognition. For example,
the sentence ”Foot and mouth disease is[V] a highly pathogenic animal disease” is not disease
related event, and by using constrained sets of a confirmation status verbs, we are able to
eliminate this sentence.
Finally, the extracted events are visualized on the map using GoogleMaps and within a
timeline using SIMILE. We summarize the entity extraction, event recognition and visual-
ization functionality of the system in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Information Extraction, Event Recognition and Visualization Functionality
(4 - 5)
Input: Set of documents Rq ⊂ D relevant to q
Output: Set of events E with attributes ei = [dis, loc, dat, sp] on timeline/map.
foreach document dj ∈ Rq do
[dis, loc, dat, sp] = extractEntity(dj);
ei = generateEventTuple([dis, loc, dat, sp]);
[E?] = eventAugmentation(E);
doVisualization(E?);
end.
3.2 Summary and Discussion
In this Chapter we presented an overview of the framework for epidemiological analytics.
We described the main functionality of the system including data collection, information
retrieval, information extraction, event recognition and aggregation, visualization.
During the development of the framework for epidemiological analytics we encountered
several opened research questions including:
− managing the contextual specificity of blogosphere55;
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Figure 3.4: Event recognition component functionality for event tuple generation by extrac-
tion entities and confirmation status verbs
− processing biomedical literature47,34,41;
− mining news content vs. official health reports58.
Similarly to systems described in Section 2.1.2, we applied existing approaches for data
collection using web crawling17 and text classification50. However, for entity extraction, we
proposed an ontology-based extraction method and semantic relation learning approach for
ontology expansion73,75. For event recognition, we performed event tuple generation using
extracted entities such as: disease, location, date, species together with the confirmation
status verb (in contrast to the ”disease-location” pairs used in other systems).
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Figure 3.5: Temporal and spatial visualization of the extracted animal disease outbreak
related events
Consequently, in comparison to other systems which are designed for mining news and
have no functionality for past outbreak tracking (see Table 2.1 - Mined sources), perform
ontology-based information extraction for limited number of domain-specific entities (see
Table 2.1 - Domain-specific Entities), require manual moderation phase (HealthMap), limited
with geo-entity extraction (see Table 2.1 - Geographical Entities) and have no timeline
visualization (BioCaster), our system:
− performs focused crawling of different sources (books, research papers, blogs, govern-
mental sources, etc.);
− uses semantic relationship learning approach (including synonymic, hyponymic, causal
relationships) for automated-ontology expansion for domain-specific entity extraction
(e.g., diseases, synonyms, corresponding viruses)75;
− recognizes geo-entities using CRF approach33 and disambiguates them using GNServer;
− extracts animal disease-related events with more descriptive event attributes such as:
species, dates, event confirmation status72, in contrast to ”disease-location” pairs;
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− supports timeline representation of extracted events in SIMILE in addition to visual-
ized events on GoogleMaps.
The main limitation of our system is the ability to process web documents only in English
whereas the other systems process document in multiple languages as discussed in Table 2.1.
Figure 3.6: Main functional components of the epidemiological analytics framework
Finally, in Figure 3.6 we present main functional components of our framework for
epidemiological analytics.
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Chapter 4
Disease-Related Document
Classification
4.1 Supervised Framework for Text Categorization
After the document collection by focused crawling, using the predefined set of seeds (e.g.,
WHO, DEFRA) and the set of terms (e.g., animal disease names), we noticed that a lot
of documents are disease non-relevant documents. Therefore, it was necessary to perform
additional disease-related document classification task in order to leave only disease-related
documents for the next “entity extraction” and “event recognition” phases and eliminate
disease non-related documents. In Figure 4.1 we present the supervised learning framework
for disease relevance document classification.
Figure 4.1: The supervised learning framework for disease relevance document classification
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As shown in Figure 4.1 our goal is to categorize documents from the original collection D
into two sub-collections such as: disease-related DR and disease non-related DNR documents
using different feature representations R1 . . . Rn and classification algorithms for learning
different models M1 . . .Mk.
There are several approaches for obtaining feature representation of the collection D
as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. The ”bag-of-words” is the most commonly used
approach for text categorization, where each word from the vocabulary V for the collection
D is a feature. Moreover, prior to feature extraction, it is essential to remove all stop words
and convert all words to a small case. As a result, each document from the collection D is
represented as a point in m-dimensional feature space, where m is the sized of the vocabulary
for a specific collection.
We considered two sets of features for the collection representation in the feature space
such as: comprehensive feature representation and simplified feature representation. The
comprehensive set of features includes several subtypes such as:
− R1 - “bag-of-words” representation using binary counts as defined in Equation 2.1;
− R2 - “bag-of-words” representation using one-gram words and their frequency as de-
fined in Equation 2.2;
− R3 - “bag-of-words” representation using word bigrams and bigram frequency (similar
to the previous, but we counted the bigram frequency instead on unigram frequency).
We extracted a set of comprehensive features using Mallet Toolkit1. As a result, we
ended up with three different feature representations for our collection D. The size of the
feature vectors R1, R2 is equal to the size of the unigram vocabulary |V uni| = 28908 tokens.
The size of the feature vector R3 is equal to the size of the bigram vocabulary |V bi| = 99108
vector components.
1Mallet Toolkit - http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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For simplified feature representation we extracted domain-specific noun and verb key-
words from each document in the collection D. We present the domain-specific noun and
verb keywords in Table 4.1. The simplified set of features includes several subtypes such as:
− R4 - noun and verb keywords represented as binary counts (presence or absence 1/0
of noun and verb keyword in the document) as shown in Equation 2.1;
− R5 - noun and verb keywords represented as a normalized term frequency (number of
times the keyword appears in the document divided into the total number of tokens
in the document) as shown in Equation 2.2.
As a result of the simplified feature extraction for our collection D, we obtained two
feature vectors R4 and R5. The size of feature vectors R4, R5 is equal to two features for
each document |R4| = 2, |R5| = 2, which is significantly smaller compared to the size of the
feature vectors |R1| = 28908, |R2| = 28908, |R3| = 99108. Moreover, it is crucial for the
performance of the supervised learning framework.
In Figure 4.2 we show the collection representation in terms of simplified features R5.
Each document di ∈ D is a point in the two-dimensional space, where the first dimension is
a NounNorm feature and the second - VerbNorm feature. As can be seen, this feature space
is not easy to separate using a linear classifier. Therefore, we decided to use many different
classifiers in order to learn the best model from this data and then, select the inducer that
demonstrates the best performance.
Table 4.1: Noun and verb keywords for simplified feature extraction for document relevance
classification
Noun Keywords Verb Keywords
Virus Infected
Disease Confirmed
Outbreak Reported
Fever Died
Illness
Symptoms
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Figure 4.2: The feature space in terms of the noun and verb keyword normalized frequency
The model learning is the next stage in our supervised learning framework after the
feature representation. For the purpose of learning different models M1 . . .M3, we used
Mallet and learned two classifiers from R1, R2 and R3 representations such as:
1. Naive Bayes learner that classifies a new instance x based on a tuple of attribute values
x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] into one of the classes cj ∈ C:
cMAP = arg max
cj∈C
P (cj|x1, x2, . . . , xn) (4.1)
= arg max
cj∈C
P (x1, x2, . . . , xn|cj)P (cj)
p(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
= arg max
cj∈C
P (x1, x2, . . . , xn|cj)P (cj),
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where P (cj) can be estimated from the frequency of classes in the training examples
and P (x1, x2, . . . , xn|cj) requires the independence assumption which assumes that
the probability of observing the conjunction of attributes x1, x2, . . . , xn is equal to the
product of the individual probabilities P (xi|cj).
The Bayesian approach has several problems: first, because each document di is rep-
resented in the high-dimensional feature space, it is difficult to estimate P (di|cj) when
the training collection size is small; second, it is dangerous to add such features as
phrases, part-of-speech tags to the Naive Bayes Multinomial feature representation,
because these features may be highly correlated with the original features.
2. Maximum Entropy classifier is an alternative probabilistic framework, that considers
each class to be equally likely and separates the decision boundaries by maximizing
the entropy of the model distribution P (cj|di).
For the purpose of learning models M4,M5, we used Weka Software
2 and selected several
classifiers for learning from R4 and R5 representations such as:
1. Lazy: IB1, IBk (k-nearest neighbor learner, k=2), KStar use a simple distance measure
to find the training instance closest to the given test instance, and predicts the same
class as this training instance;
2. Meta: AdaBoost iteratively calls the set of weak classifiers and increases the weights
of incorrectly classified examples from previous iteration, so the new classifier focuses
more on those examples;
3. Trees: J48, RandomForest build the decision tree(s) from a set of labeled training
data using the concept of information entropy;
4. Rules: ZeroR predicts the mean for a numeric class or the mode for a nominal class;
5. Bayes: Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial as shown in Equation 4.1;
2Weka Data Mining Software - http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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6. Functions: Logistic predicts the probability of occurrence of an event by fitting data to
a logit function logistic curve; MultiLayer Perceptron and RBFNetwork use k-means
clustering algorithm to provide the basis functions and learn either a logistic regression
for a discrete class problems or linear regression for a numeric class problems3.
After we learn different models M1 . . .Mk using different classifiers and different feature
representations R1 . . . Rn, we need to select only one classifier Ci that demonstrates the
best performance as well as corresponding feature representation Rj in order to classify new
web-documents DTest. As a result of the disease-related document classification phase, we
process all disease-related documents into the next phases such as “entity extraction” and
“event recognition” as well as remove all disease non-related documents from the index.
4.1.1 Experimental Design and Results: Experiment A
For the disease-related document classification in the supervised framework, we performed a
separate focused crawl where the list of terms included two specific animal infectious diseases
such as “foot and mouth disease” and “rift valley fever”. More precisely, we narrowed the
original list of terms that included all animal infectious diseases from the ontology to several
specific terms of interest such as:
Terms = [foot and mouth disease, FMD, rift valley fever, RVF].
We collected 1500 documents both related and non-related for FMD and RVF diseases.
Then, we manually labeled each document as disease related DR or disease non-related
DNR. After labeling, we had 813 related and 752 non-related documents in the sample
collection D. Next, we applied all abovementioned inducers for learning different models
M1,M2, . . . ,Mk while experimenting with different feature representations R1, R2, . . . , Rn
for the documents. We show Weka attributes for the feature representations R4 and R5 in
Table 4.2.
3WekaDocs - http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc/weka/classifiers/functions/
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Table 4.2: Simplified feature representations for the document collection D: binary vs.
normalized keyword frequency features
Binary Representation R4 Normalized Keyword Frequency Representation R5
@attribute noun NUMERIC @attribute nounNorm NUMERIC
@attribute verb NUMERIC @attribute verbNorm NUMERIC
@attribute class {0,1} @attribute class {0,1}
We run the first set of experiments using Weka in order to learn different models
M1,M2, . . . ,Mi from simplified feature representations R4 and R5 for each of the classifiers
using 10-fold cross validation. We present the results for animal disease-related document
classification in terms of precision, recall, F-measure and Area Under Curve (AUC).
In Table 4.3 we show the results obtained using simplified binary counts as a feature
representation R4 for all abovementioned classifiers (lazy, meta, trees, rules, Bayes, func-
tions). Similarly, in Table 4.4, we present the results obtained using simplified normalized
keyword frequency as a feature representation R5. Based on the performance results from
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, the normalized domain-specific keyword frequency R5 is better
feature representation than just binary counts R4.
Table 4.3: The results for classifiers trained on the simplified binary features, tested with
10-fold cross validation
Learning algorithm AUC F-Measure Precision Recall
IB1 0.78 0.77 0.81 0.77
IBk 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
KStar 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
AdaBoost 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
J48 0.86 0.85 0.94 0.77
RandomForest 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
NaiveBayes 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
NBMulti 0.66 0.21 0.32 0.16
SimpleLogistic 0.86 0.85 0.94 0.77
Logistic 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
MultiLayerPerceptron 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
RBFNetwork 0.90 0.85 0.94 0.77
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Table 4.4: The results for classifiers trained on simplified keyword frequency features, tested
with 10-fold cross validation
Learning algorithm AUC F-Measure Precision Recall
IB1 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.85
IBk 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.89
KStar 0.95 0.90 0.90 0.90
AdaBoost 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.88
J48 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.90
RandomForest 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.90
NaiveBayes 0.94 0.83 0.74 0.95
NBMulti 0.51 0.21 0.26 0.18
SimpleLogistic 0.94 0.87 0.82 0.93
Logistic 0.94 0.87 0.82 0.93
MultiLayerPerceptron 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.89
RBFNetwork 0.93 0.87 0.84 0.90
All inducers demonstrate comparatively equal performance in terms of F-measure except
ZeroR and Multinomial Naive Bayes. This can be explained by the fact that rule-base
classifier such as ZeroR predicts mean for a numeric class and since we have a small collection
it is very difficult to make an accurate prediction. Bayesian classifier such as Multinomial
Naive Bayes is not able to make an accurate prediction using limited number of simplified
features exacted from limited amount of training data.
Next, we run the second set of experiments using Mallet in order to learn different
generative models Mi+1, . . . ,Mk from comprehensive ”bag-of-words” feature representations
R1, R2, R3. We learn Naive Bayes and MaxEnt classifiers and use 10-fold cross validation for
testing. We report results in terms of accuracy and compare them with the results obtained
using simplified features in Figure 4.3 for binary feature representation and in Figure 4.4 for
term frequency as a feature representation. As can be seen, the more features we use the
better accuracy we can get. The best accuracy is 0.97 obtained using Naive Bayes classifier
and comprehensive bigram feature representation.
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Figure 4.3: The accuracy for classifiers trained on binary features, tested with 10-fold cross
validation
Figure 4.4: The accuracy for classifiers trained on the unigrams/bigrams/keyword frequency
features, tested with 10-fold cross validation
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4.2 Summary and Discussion
In this Chapter we described disease relevance document classification task in supervised
framework. We considered both discriminative and generative approaches for learning dif-
ferent models M1,M2, . . . ,Mk as well as different feature representations R1, R2, . . . , Rn for
this binary classification problem.
Taking into account the limited size of the experimental collection D and the limitations
of each learning approach, we summarize that:
− “bag-of-words” representation for each document in the collection gives higher accu-
racy compared to simplified feature representation; however, using the ”bag-of-words”
representation for big collection may be crucial because of the learning time;
− generative approaches for classification - e.g., Naive Bayes together with comprehen-
sive feature representation R3 - e.g., bigrams, give the highest accuracy - 0.97; we
also report accuracy as high as 0.96 and 0.94 for the MaxEnt classifier using uni-
gram ”bag-of words” representation R2 and comprehensive binary counts as feature
representation R1 respectively;
− normalized keyword frequency as a simplified feature representation R5 gives better
results compared to simplified binary keyword counts R4;
− rule-base classifiers (J48, RandomForest), functions (Logistic, MultiLayer Perceptron,
RBF Network), meta (AdaBoost) and lazy (IBk, k=2 and KStar) perform almost
equally in terms of F-measure values range [0.85− 0.90] and AUC [0.90− 0.94];
− Naive Bayes Multinomial is too sensitive to the number of features, therefore it per-
forms poorly when we are using simplified feature representations;
− KStar classifier demonstrates the highest value of AUC when we are using simplified
keyword frequency as features;
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− IB1 shows the worst performance in comparison to other lazy inducers (IBk, k=2 and
KStar);
− several classifiers such as: Multinomial Naive Bayes and ZeroR show the worst perfor-
mance because these inducers are not able to learn accurate models from the existing
feature representation.
Finally, let us compare document categorization performance of the existing disease
surveillance systems BioCaster and MedISys with our results:
− BioCaster gold standard corpus includes 1000 articles as a training data. The reported
accuracy is 84.4% obtained using Naive Bayes classifier and 10-fold cross validation
with a “bag-of-words” feature representation in combination with named entity fre-
quency and their roles such as: case, therapeutic, and transmission.
The list of the named entities includes: anatomy, symptom, disease, virus, person,
organization, location etc. The reported accuracy using disease named entities as
features is as high as 76.2% compared to the accuracy of 81.8% using person named
entities as features for classification25.
In addition, they report an increase in accuracy by using n-grams, semantic tag-based
features and Chi-squared feature selection:
up to 94.8% using Naive Bayes - F-score 0.93, Precision 0.89, Recall 0.97;
up to 92.1% using SVM - F-score 0.89, Precision 0.88, Recall 0.90.
− MedIsys system applies the document categorization functionality before the informa-
tion extraction by clustering the collected articles from more than 1500 news portals
and 150 health care resources into 750 categories in real time every ten minutes. How-
ever, they are using the predefined set of 30 000 patterns (multi-word terms and their
combinations in 43 languages) for the article clustering. For the comparison of the
upcoming articles and further clustering, the Vector Space Representation (VSR) and
the cosine similarity are applied.67
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Table 4.5: The comparison of document classification performance of existing surveillance
systems vs. our results
System Features Classifier Accuracy F-Measure Precision Recall
BioCaster
(1000
docs)
Raw text, all
NEs, roles
NB 0.84 - 0.75 1
N-grams,
semantic
tag-based
features,
Chi-squared
feature selec-
tion
NB 0.95 0.93 0.89 0.97
SVM 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.90
OurResults
(1578
docs)
Keywords
normalized
frequency
NB 0.81 0.83 0.79 0.95
All Bigrams NB 0.97 0.92 0.88 0.96
MaxtEnt 0.91 0.95 0.93 0.97
All Unigrams NB 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.97
MaxtEnt 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.96
All Binary NB 0.93 0.92 0.89 0.96
MaxtEnt 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.97
As can be seen from Table 4.5, the size of the training collection and different feature
representations allow us to achieve document classification result comparable to BioCaster.
Unfortunately, we are unable to compare our results with MedISys system because first, au-
thors do not report the document classification accuracy and second, it is different clustering
task (multiple-class categorization vs. binary classification, unsupervised vs. supervised ap-
proach), therefore it would be unfair comparison in any case.
In addition, there is FMD BioPortal that also reports disease-related/non-related doc-
ument classification results. They use “bag-of-words” feature representation, noun phrases
and named entities as features together with different machine learning algorithms such as:
K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, SVM84. The highest precision is 77.04% in compared to
our 95% as shown in Table 4.5.
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Chapter 5
Domain-Specific Entity Extraction
5.1 Ontology-based Entity Extraction
5.1.1 Manual Ontology Construction
We manually construct an initial ontology OINIT using lists of diseases retrieved from pub-
licly available domain-specific dictionaries such as: CFSPH1, DEFRA2, OIE3, Wikipedia4.
After manual merging and deduplication of the abovementioned disease lists, we have 429
concepts in the initial ontology OINIT . Next, we manually discover and update this ontology
with sets of synonyms and abbreviations. The size of the manually-updated ontology with
synonyms is |OS| = 581 concepts, with abbreviations is |OA| = 453 concepts and with both
is |OS+A| = 605 concepts. The initial manually-constructed ontology OINIT is expanded
with semantic relationships extracted as described in the next section.
5.1.2 Automated Relationship Extraction
Our relationship extraction approach is based on discovering semantic relationships between
concepts in the collection by using rule-based syntactic pattern matching and part-of-speech
(POS) tagging. We look for taxonomic and non-taxonomic linguistic relationships between
entities using the initial ontology and raw data from the veterinary medicine domain. There
1CFSPH - http://www.cfsph.iastate.edu/diseaseinfo/animaldiseaseindex.htm
2DEFRA - http://www.defra.gov.uk/foodfarm/farmanimal/diseases/atoz/
3OIE - http://www.oie.int/eng/maladies/en_alpha.htm
4Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_diseases
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are several relationships that we are interested in, such as:
1. Synonymic relationships of the form “E1 is a kind of E2”, e.g., E1 = “swine influenza”
is a kind of E2 = “swine fever”, where E1 and E2 are synonyms - different words with
identical or very similar meanings.
2. Hyponymic relationships of the form “E1 and E1 are diseases”, e.g., E1 = “anthrax”,
E2 = “yellow fever” are diseases, where E1 and E2 are hyponyms (words that are
conceptually included within the definition of another word - their hypernym disease,
but not synonyms).
3. Causal relationships that capture causative dependencies between diseases and viruses
such as “E1 is caused by E2”, e.g., E1 = “Ovine epididymitis” is caused by E2 =
“Brucella ovis”.
We present syntactic patterns in Table 5.1 for synonymic, hyponymic and causal rela-
tionship discovery from text in the domain of veterinary medicine. We use the following
notation:
− CGEN corresponds to general “disease” concept,
− CINIT represents the concept from the initial ontology,
− CL represents the learned concept added to new ontology (add CL learned concept to
new ontology OR if it is not present in the initial ontology OINIT ),
− “/” represents a flexible substring within a pattern,
− Ci, Cj correspond to the concepts,
− hyponymicG→S represents the relationship with learning from general concept to spe-
cific,
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Table 5.1: The subset of syntactic patterns for semantic relationship extraction between
domain-specific concepts
Relationship Type CINIT Relationship Pattern CL
Synonymic
“is a”
“is a kind of”
Ci “and/, | , ” Cj
“/, /also known as ”
“/, /is also called ”
HyponymicG←S
“such as/: | :”
“e.g., | for example” Ci
CGEN “/, for instance /,” and/or/,
“including | ()” Cj
“/, especially /,”
HyponymicG→S
“and|or other”
CGEN “/, and|or Cj are” Ci
Causal
“is caused by”
Ci “causes” Cj
− hyponymicG←S denotes the relationship which is read from right to left using the set
of rules.
Let us consider several examples of the patterns that we consider in our approach for:
− synonymic relationship - “foot and mouth disease is also called FMD”,
− hyponymicG→S relationship - “diseases, for instance baylisascariasis and typeworm”,
− hyponymicG←S relationship - “west nile virus is an animal infectious disease”,
− causal relationship - “lyme disease is caused by borrelia burgdorferi sencu lato, borrelia
garinii”.
As can be seen through these examples, the relationship extraction phase can be used
to improve the descriptiveness of the ontology by including domain-specific semantic rela-
tionships between concepts.
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5.1.3 Automated Ontology Construction
We construct new ontology OR using the initial ontology OINIT and semantic relationships
extracted by applying syntactic patterns described in Table 5.1. In addition, we use POS
tagging5 to extract n-gram concepts e.g., “swine vesicular disease”. The resulting ontology
OR will contain automatically extracted disease synonyms, abbreviations and viruses.
More precisely, we start with the canonical disease name “foot-and-mouth disease”
taken from the initial ontology and after processing the sentence “Foot-and-mouth dis-
ease, FMD or hoof-and-mouth disease (Aphtae epizooticae) is a highly contagious and
sometimes fatal viral disease”, we update the ontology OR with “foot-and-mouth disease”
is a kind of−−−−−−−→ “hoof-and-mouth disease” is a kind of−−−−−−−→ “aphtae epizooticae” abbrev.−−−−→ “FMD” is a−−→
disease, where
is a kind of−−−−−−−→, abbrev.−−−−→ denote synonymic relationships between concepts, is a−−→
denotes hyponymicG→S relationships.
After processing the next sentence “FMD is caused by foot-and-mouth disease virus
(FMDV)”, we extract a causal relationship between concepts and update the ontology
OR with “foot-and-mouth disease”
is caused by−−−−−−−→ “foot-and-mouth disease virus” by associat-
ing “FMD” with its canonical disease name from the initial ontology OINIT and relating
“foot-and-mouth disease virus” with its synonym “foot-and-mouth disease virus”
is a kind of−−−−−−−→
FMDV.
From the sentence “Pandemic Strain of Foot-and-Mouth Disease Virus Serotype O” we
extracted serotype of the disease and updated the ontology OR with “foot-and-mouth disease
virus”
has serotype−−−−−−−→serotype O.
5.1.4 Entity Extraction
We define the biomedical entity extraction task as the automated extraction of structured
information related to animal diseases from unstructured web documents. This task requires
the development of an extractor for tagging entities such as: animal disease names (e.g.,
5NLTK POS Tagger - http://www.nltk.org/
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“Brucellosis”), their synonyms (e.g., “Malta fever”, “Undulant fever”, “Bang’s disease”,
“Gibraltar fever”), viruses or other causative agents (e.g., “Brucella abortus”, “Brucella
canis”) and serotypes (e.g., “A+M-”, “A-M+”, “A+M+”).
We used an ontology-based pattern matching approach to design a biomedical entity
extractor DSEx6 that takes raw web documents as input and returns a set of attributes for
the matching concepts as output.
In Figure 5.1, we show the attributes that the entity extractor outputs. Let us consider
the sentence: “Species infecting domestic livestock are B. melitensisDS (goats and sheep,
see Brucella melitensisDS), B. suisDS (pigs, see Swine brucellosisDS), B. abortusDS (cattle
and bison), B. ovisDS (sheep), and B. canisDS (dogs)”, where tag DS corresponds to animal
disease names. The attributes extracted for the first entity in this sentence are: [41 - 54,
B. melitensis, 13, Brucellosis, {Malta fever, Undulant fever, Brucella}, 1].
Figure 5.1: The output from the entity extractor
As can be seen from the example above, there are several subtasks of the entity extraction
task44. The first is terminology extraction, which identifies specific relevant concepts named
in documents based on the ontology (e.g., diseases, viruses, serotypes). For example, we
extract one disease term from the sentence: “Epidemics of foot-and-mouth diseaseDS have
resulted in the slaughter of millions of animals”.
The second subtask is the segmentation task, which means finding the starting and ending
character positions of the named entities, for example: “African swine fever virusV R, 1−25
6KDD DSEx - http://fingolfin.user.cis.ksu.edu:8080/diseaseextractor/
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(ASFVV R, 28−31) is the causative agent of African swine feverDS, 60−78”.
The next subtask is the association extraction task, which we consider as a separate pre-
requisite task for the automated ontology construction in Section 5.1.2. It looks for phrases
indicating relationships between entities and matches them against the set of patterns from
Table 5.1 for inferring associations between diseases, their synonyms and abbreviations (e.g.,
“avian influenza” is a kind of “bird flu” is a “H5N1”) or disease and the causative virus
(e.g., “Brucellosis” is caused by “Bacillus abortus”).
The normalization subtask matches all disease names to their canonical versions based
on the constructed ontology. For example in the sentence: “Tick feverDS is a significant
disease of cattle in Australia with up to 7 million animals potentially at risk”, the extractor
relates “Tick fever” with its canonical disease name “Babesiosis”.
Algorithm 3 Biomedical ontology-based entity extraction and semantic relationship dis-
covery using syntactic patterns
Input: Two document collections D1 and D2, initial ontology OINIT and other manually-
constructed ontologies OS, OA, OS+A, sets of patterns from Table 5.1
Output: Automatically-constructed ontologies OR, OG, sets of entities obtained using
{EINIT}, {ES}, {EA}, {ES+A}, {ER} and {EG}
for all dj ∈ D1 do
Ri ⇐ ExtractRelation(OINIT , D1);
OR ⇐ ConstructOntology(OINIT , Ri);
end for
for all {Ci} ∈ OINIT do
OG ⇐ ConstructOntology({Ci}, GoogleSets);
end for
for all dj ∈ D2 do
for all Oi ∈ {OINIT , OS, OA, OS+A, OR, OG} do
{Ei} ⇐ ExtractEntity({Oi});
end for
end for
Algorithm 3 shows the overview of the whole biomedical ontology-based entity extraction
process. In the first ”for” loop the initial ontology OINIT is expanded using semantic
relationships. We denote the resulting ontology as OR. Alternatively, in the second ”for”
loop the initial ontology OINIT is expanded using the GoogleSets approach, which is an
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example of set expansion technique also applied to named entity recognition task76. The
limitation of using GoogleSets expansion approach is the absence of any explicitly defined
relationships between newly-discovered concepts and concepts from the initial set (e.g.,
foot-and-mouth disease and FMDV are not related). We denote the ontology automatically-
constructed using GoogleSets by OG.
After expanding the initial ontology using the two approaches described above, we per-
form entity extraction at third ”for” loop using manually-constructed ontologies - OINIT ,
OA, OS, OS+A and automatically built ontologies OR and OG. To summarize, the objective
of the entity extraction task is to resolve domain-specific terminology extraction, segmenta-
tion and normalization subtasks as described above.
5.1.5 Experimental Design and Results: Experiment B
For ontology-based biomedical entity extraction in the domain of veterinary medicine, we
aim to extract entities that match at least one concept in the ontology such as a disease or one
of its synonyms, abbreviations, causative viruses or disease serotypes. We compared results
for domain-specific biomedical entity extraction from different ontologies as summarized in
Figure 5.2:
− first, we used the manually-constructed ontologies OINIT , OS, OA, OS+A;
− second, we used the ontology OR obtained based on semantic relationship extraction
approach;
− third, we used the new ontology OG based on GoogleSets expansion approach .
To compare and evaluate the ontologies that we designed, we retrieved 2000 domain-
specific web documents using Google, including pdfs that report animal disease outbreaks.
Next, we sampled 200 documents where the distribution of the domain-specific entities is
sufficient enough for the accurate evaluation of the proposed approach (e.g., number of the
disease names is more that 5 for each document). To avoid any bias in terms of overlap
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Figure 5.2: Summary of the ontologies used for entity extraction
between learning and validation data, we used first 100 documents to construct the ontology
OR. The other 100 documents were used to evaluate the entity extraction results obtained
with all ontologies. The size of the collection used for evaluation of the extraction results
is constrained by the effort required for manual annotation of the domain-specific entities.
However, the number of documents that are used for new concept learning and automated-
ontology construction should be potentially increased.
As a result of using manually and automatically-constructed ontologies, we performed
domain-specific entity extraction task and obtained sets of entities {E1, E2 . . . En} and their
attributes for each document Di ∈ C in the collection, as described in Figure 5.1.
In Figure 5.3, we report results for the different ontologies we used in terms of precision
and recall, where precision represents the number of correctly extracted entities divided by
the total number of extracted entities and recall/sensitivity represents the number of cor-
rectly extracted entities divided by total number of existing correct entities in the collection.
Points from left to right represent the values obtained using: manually constructed ontology
OINIT - 429 concepts, ontology with manually-collected synonyms and abbreviations OS+A
- 605 concepts, ontology OG learned using GoogleSets expansion approach - 754 concepts,
ontology OR constructed using semantic relationship extraction - 772 concepts.
As expected, an increase in precision and recall is achieved when switching from the
manually-constructed initial ontology OINIT to an ontology which is also manually built,
but enriched with synonyms and abbreviations OS+A. Furthermore, the precision and recall
values obtained using the automatically-constructed ontologies OR and OG are higher com-
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pared to the values obtained using the manually-constructed ontologies. As can be seen,
the ontology OR that is built using the semantic relationship extraction approach achieves
the highest precision value of 0.84 and recall value 0.77 compared to manually-constructed
ontology OINIT recall 0.25 and precision 0.54.
Figure 5.3: Entity extraction results using different ontologies
Figure 5.4 presents the ROC curves corresponding to the entity extraction results ob-
tained using different ontologies. As can be seen, the results obtained using manually-
constructed ontologies OINIT , OS, OA, OS+A are inferior compared to the results obtained
using automatically-constructed ontologies OR and OG.
In Figure 5.5 we report F-score values obtained by using different ontologies for entity
extraction as a function of the ontology size: (1) initial ontology OINIT , (2) OS with syn-
onyms, (3) OA with abbreviations, (4) OS+A with synonyms and abbreviations, (5) Google-
Sets for OG and (6) and relationship extraction for OR. As we have seen, F-score values
increase with transitions from OINIT to OS+A through OS and OA. The results obtained
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Figure 5.4: ROC curves for manually vs. automatically-constructed ontologies
using automatically-constructed ontologies OR and OG are much higher in comparison to
the results obtained using manually-constructed semantic ontologies. However, when the
size of the automatically-constructed ontologies OR and OG increases, we can see the drop
in F-score. It means that we started to add spurious entities and relationships to the on-
tologies OR and OG. For example, the lowest F-score for the ontology |OR| = 1287 concepts
equals 0.63 compared to the highest 0.8 when |OR| = 773 concepts. Similarly, the lowest
F-score for the ontology |OG| = 1238 concepts equals 0.43 compared to the highest 0.75
when |OR| = 775 concepts.
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Figure 5.5: F-score values as a function of the ontology size
All results show that enriching the ontology by discovering additional concepts using rela-
tionship extraction or GoogleSets expansion approaches, brings new domain-specific knowl-
edge and, therefore, allows boosting domain-specific biomedical entity extraction results.
However, the concepts that are newly added to the ontology may add noise if they are
based on spurious relationships. For instance, results obtained using GoogleSets expansion
approach for discovering disease synonyms or causative viruses, contain many irrelevant
concepts and do not capture any relationship between them explicitly, in comparison to the
semantic relationship extraction approach.
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5.2 Entity Extraction using Syntactic Features
5.2.1 Sequence Labeling and Syntactic Feature Extraction
As we discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3, there are other than ontology-based approaches
for the entity extraction and named entity recognition including HMMs - generative, global
constraint model and CRFs - discriminative, global constraint model. CRFs, very popular
sequence labeling approach39, has been successfully applied to the domain-specific entity
extraction such as: protein, DNA, RNA recognition in medical literature46.
In this section we propose our novel domain-specific entity extraction sequence labeling
approach that is based on syntactic feature extraction using a sliding window approach.
More precisely, for each word wi in the document D, where D is a sequence of connected
words/components w1, w2, ..., wi, ..., wn, we consider the set of syntactic features including:
− POS tag (numeric word-level feature);
− capitalization (binary word-level feature);
− capitalization inside (binary word-level feature for identifying abbreviations);
− position in the sentence (numeric document-level feature);
− position in the document (numeric document-level feature);
− frequency (numeric document-level feature);
Next, we generate corresponding feature vectors F1, F2, ..., Fk using sliding window technique
in order to take into account existing dependencies between words wi−1, wi, wi+1 in the
sequence when, for instance z = 1. The customizable size of the sliding window allows
generating more specific feature vector, when z is small, or more general feature vector,
when z is big, for each component wi.
As shown in Figure 5.6, our goal is to represent any document as a sequence of connected
components and extract corresponding feature vectors F1, F2, ..., Fk for each component
w1, w2, ..., wi, ..., wn in the sequence using different sliding window, for instance z = 3.
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Figure 5.6: Syntactic features extraction approach using sliding window with size z = 3
For the target word/component wi in the sequence wi−z, . . . wi, . . . wi+z within a window
z = 3, we extract corresponding component features Xi−z, . . . , Xi, . . . Xi+z:
Xi−z = [POSi−z, CAPi−z, ICAPi−z, SPOSi−z, DPOSi−z, FREQi−z]
. . .
Xi = [POSi, CAPi, ICAPi, SPOSi, DPOSi, FREQi]
. . .
Xi+z = [POSi+z, CAPi+z, ICAPi+z, SPOSi+z, DPOSi+z, FREQi+z]
(5.1)
We then generate a feature vector Fi for the target component wi in the sequence
wi−z, . . . wi, . . . wi+z:
Fi = [Xi, . . . , Xi−z, . . . , Xi+z] (5.2)
Using the descriptions from the Equation 5.1, we can rewrite the last notation as:
Fi =[POSi, CAPi, ICAPi, SPOSi, DPOSi, FREQi, . . . (5.3)
POSi−z, CAPi−z, ICAPi−z, SPOSi−z, DPOSi−z, FREQi−z, . . .
POSi+z, CAPi+z, ICAPi+z, SPOSi+z, DPOSi+z, FREQi+z]
Based on our sequence labeling approach, we are able to represent documents as a
sequence of positively or negatively labeled components (“1” for disease, “0” otherwise),
and generate the set of feature vectors F1, F2, ..., Fk for each component wi in each sequence
within a different window wi−z, . . . wi, . . . wi+z.
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Let us consider an example document D with only one sentence - “Severe disease in
dairy cattle caused by Salmonella Newport”.
In Figures 5.7 and 5.8 we show the examples of syntactic feature extraction for negatively
(Class=0) and positively (Class=1) labeled examples respectively.
Figure 5.7: An example of the syntactic feature extraction for negatively labeled example
wi = “dairy” within a window size z = 3
More precisely, we extract corresponding syntactic feature component vector Xi for tar-
get component wi as well as corresponding component vectors . . . Xi−z . . . Xi+z for the adja-
cent components wi−z . . . wi and wi . . . wi+z within a predefined window as shown in Equation
5.1. In our example, the window size is z = 3, so we are looking for 3 components/words
before the target component and 3 components after the target component wi in the se-
quence. Next, we generate the complete feature vector Fi for the labeled target component
wi in accordance to Equations 5.2 and 5.3.
If there are empty components before or after the target word wi, we are unable to
extract corresponding feature vectors . . . Xi−z . . . Xi+z. In this case, we fill in the missing
values in the feature vector Fi with -1 (as shown in Figure 5.8 for positively labeled example,
which is the one word before the last word in the document).
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Figure 5.8: An example of the syntactic feature extraction for positively labeled example
wi = “Salmonella” within a window size z = 3
5.2.2 Experimental Design and Results: Experiment C
For the evaluation of the proposed domain-specific entity extraction approach based on the
sequence labeling using syntactic features and sliding window, we used the same set of 100
documents from Experiment B. We did not convert words into lower case, because we were
looking for the capitalization feature. However, we removed all stop words because they
can not bring any meaningful knowledge to the data, but increase the size of the dataset
dramatically. As a result, we extracted a set of feature vectors Fi for a different window size
as presented in Table 5.2.
We used several learners including Naive Bayes, J48, Random Forest, Logistic, OneR,
AdaBoostM1 and reported averaged results over 3 runs for each of them. Since we had
approx. 202977 examples in out dataset, we used 80% of the data for training and the
remaining 20% for testing (approx. 160000 training and approx. 40000 testing examples).
We report the results of disease entity extraction in terms of precision, recall, and Area
Under Curve (AUC) in Table 5.3. We do not report accuracy because the data set is
unbalanced (approx. 8570 positive examples vs. approx. 194430 negative examples).
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Table 5.2: An experimental set up for the syntactic feature extraction with different sliding
window size
Window Size Feature Vector Size Description
z = 0 F = [7× 202977] Only target word wi
z = 1 F = [13× 202977] wi + 1 word after || before
F = [19× 202977] wi + 1 word before && after
z = 3 F = [28× 202977] wi + 3 words after || before
F = [49× 202977] wi + 3 words before && after
z = 5 F = [37× 202977] wi + 5 words after || before
F = [67× 202977] wi + 5 words before && after
z = 7 F = [49× 202977] wi + 7 words after || before
F = [91× 202977] wi + 7 words before && after
Let us briefly summarize the highest precision, recall and AUC values obtained using
different feature sets and different classifiers from Table 5.3:
− the highest values of recall are equal to 1 for all feature representations obtained using
AdaBoostM1 inducer;
− the highest values of precision for all feature representations are 0.968 obtained using
Random Forest learner when the feature vector Fi is small; however, when the size of
the feature vector Fi increases, the highest precision values are obtained using J48.
− the highest values of AUC are obtained using Random Forest classifier an are in range
[0.691..0.782].
In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 we report F-measure values obtained using different learners
vs. the size of the feature vectors Fi, respectively. As can be seen for the figures, F-
measure values decrease for the Naive Bayes classifier when the length of the feature vector
Fi increases.
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Figure 5.9: The results of disease entity recognition using syntactic features in terms of
F-measure, z = [1..3]
Figure 5.10: The results of disease entity recognition using syntactic features in terms of
F-measure, z = [5..7]
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Table 5.3: The results (from the top to the bottom in the cell: precision, recall, AUC) for
classifiers trained on different features Fi
Features Naive Bayes J48 Logistic Random Forest OneR AdaBoostM1
wi 0.960 0.965 0.958 0.968 0.960 0.958
0.984 0.997 0.999 0.980 0.999 1
0.739 0.706 0.738 0.691 0.525 0.757
wi ∧ wi+1 0.960 0.966 0.958 0.968 0.960 0.958
0.975 0.997 0.999 0.988 0.999 1
0.7 0.714 0.738 0.771 0.525 0.758
wi ∧ wi−1 0.961 0.966 0.958 0.968 0.960 0.958
0.984 0.997 0.999 0.988 0.999 1
0.706 0.714 0.739 0.773 0.525 0.759
wi ∧wi−1 ∧wi+1 0.961 0.967 0.958 0.968 0.960 0.958
0.974 0.996 0.999 0.993 0.992 1
0.685 0.730 0.739 0.782 0.525 0.759
wi ∧ wi+1∧ 0.921 0.966 0.959 0.966 0.960 0.958
wi+2 ∧ wi+3 0.962 0.996 0.999 0.995 0.999 1
0.674 0.7 0.737 0.776 0.525 0.758
wi ∧ wi−1∧ 0.961 0.966 0.958 0.966 0.961 0.958
wi−2 ∧ wi−3 0.978 0.996 0.999 0.995 0.999 1
0.677 0.7 0.739 0.773 0.525 0.759
wi ∧ wi−1 ∧ . . . 0.963 0.967 0.958 0.965 0.9608 0.958
wi−3 ∧ wi+1 0.943 0.995 0.999 0.998 0.999 1
· · · ∧ wi+3 0.661 0.772 0.739 0.775 0.525 0.758
wi ∧ wi+1∧ 0.963 0.967 0.958 0.964 0.961 0.958
· · · ∧ wi+5 0.953 0.996 0.999 0.997 0.999 1
0.662 0.715 0.734 0.764 0.527 0.761
wi ∧ wi−1∧ 0.963 0.967 0.958 0.964 0.906 0.958
· · · ∧ wi−5 0.966 0.996 0.999 0.998 0.999 1
0.660 0.751 0.736 0.771 0.527 0.761
wi ∧ wi−1 ∧ . . . 0.966 0.968 0.958 0.963 0.960 0.958
wi−5 ∧ wi+1 0.796 0.994 0.999 0.999 0.999 1
· · · ∧ wi+5 0.647 0.751 0.753 0.757 0.527 0.761
wi ∧ wi+1∧ 0.963 0.967 0.958 0.963 0.960 0.958
· · · ∧ wi+7 0.937 0.995 0.999 0.998 0.999 1
0.655 0.740 0.734 0.765 0.527 0.713
wi ∧ wi−1∧ 0.964 0.967 0.958 0.964 0.961 0.958
· · · ∧ wi−7 0.906 0.995 0.999 0.998 0.999 1
0.651 0.764 0.737 0.762 0.527 0.761
wi ∧ wi−1 ∧ . . . 0.967 0.968 0.958 0.968 0.960 0.958
wi−7 ∧ wi+1 0.728 0.993 0.999 0.994 0.999 1
· · · ∧ wi+7 0.639 0.745 0.735 0.745 0.527 0.761
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5.3 Summary and Discussion
In this Chapter we have presented several approaches for the domain-specific entity extrac-
tion including animal disease names, their synonyms, abbreviation, corresponding viruses
and disease serotypes. We applied two methods for the entity extraction: first, automated
ontology construction approach by learning semantic relationships between concepts using
syntactic patterns and second, sequence labeling approach based on syntactic feature extrac-
tion and different sliding window. In order to conclude, let us review our entity extraction
results together with the results from the existing surveillance systems and related works:
− BioCaster named entity recognition system uses 200 news articles and achieves F-score
as high as 76.97% for all named entity classes using Support Vector Machines and fea-
ture window -2/+1 including surface word, orthography, biomedical prefixes/suffixes,
lemma, head noun and previous class predications38.
When we apply our automatically constructed ontology, we report the highest F-score
81.7%. Moreover, using our sequence labeling approach with sliding window and
syntactic feature extraction, we achieve F-measure as high as 78.2% (Random Forest
classifier and sliding window is wi -1/+1). Based on our results, we can conclude that
syntactic features bring additional knowledge and are more useful for entity extraction
compared to other word-level features.
− The other paper that presents an assessment of disease named entity recognition on
a corpus of annotated sentences, reports several methods including UMLS Metathe-
saurus7 look-up, statistical approach based on term frequency, MetaMap8 lexical look-
up and several voting methods (vote 1 - when the disease is proposed by at least one
method; vote 2 - when two methods agree; vote 3 - when all three methods agree)36.
We present their highest results for disease named entity recognition in Table 5.4 for
easier visual comparison with our results.
7UMLS Metathesaurus - http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls
8MetaMap - http://mmtx.nlm.nih.gov/
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Table 5.4: The disease named entity recognition results in terms of precision, recall and
F-measure from36 vs. our results
NER Approach Precision Recall F-measure
UMLS Look-up 73.6 68.1 70.7
Term Frequency 58.8 76.3 66.4
MetaMap 77.0 54.3 63.7
Vote 1 56.2 87.0 68.3
Vote 2 76.9 69.8 73.2
Vote 3 89.2 42.3 57.4
Ontology-based 84.8 78.9 81.7
Syntactic Features 96.8 99.3 78.2
− Moreover, there are other works that report entity extraction results in the biomedical
domain including protein name, DNA, RNA, cell type. For instance, Lee et. al. use
orthographic features together with Support Vector Machines and report the highest F-
score 77.9% during the identification phase and 66.9% during the classification phase.
However, when they add their dictionary look-up post-processing phase, they are able
to increase the classification results up to 79.9% on the identification phase and up to
66.5% on the classification phase83. Therefore, it is necessary to combine our syntactic
features together with ontology look up for further boosting the entity extraction
results in the domain of veterinary epidemiology.
Finally, there is a very useful survey on named entity recognition and classification by
Nadeau et.al.51 and a lecture about sequence models by Pereira9. It will be useful to apply
this material during our future work in order to improve the results of our domain-specific
entity extraction approaches by adding different feature representations, for instance:
− word-level features (punctuation, morphology - prefix/suffix, stem, function - n-grams);
− document-level and corpus features (anaphora/co-reference, meta information, corpus
frequency - co-occurrences).
9Sequence Models - http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~pereira/classes/CIS620/lectures/CRFs.pdf
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Chapter 6
Animal Disease-Related Event
Recognition
6.1 Sentence-based Event Recognition Methodology
In this Section we describe in detail our methodology for identifying disease-related events
and their associated confirmation status. The confirmation status refers to an event being
suspected or confirmed. This information is important with respect to the action that might
need to be taken. Our approach to the event recognition problem involves three main steps:
− first, we perform entity recognition from unstructured sources;
− next, we classify the sentences from which entities are extracted as being related to an
event or not; furthermore, if they are related to an event we classify them as confirmed
or suspected;
− finally, we combine entities within an event sentence into structured tuples.
Figure 6.1 illustrates these three steps through an example.
6.1.1 Entity Recognition
The entity recognition module in our system automatically extracts structured information
related to animal diseases from unstructured web documents. To achieve this functionality
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we associate meta-data in the form of ontologies with documents in our collection. Specifi-
cally, the meta-data consists of domain-independent location and time hierarchies (including
names of countries, states, cities; and canonical dates) and a domain-specific medical on-
tology (including diseases, serotypes, and viruses). Based on these ontologies and pattern
matching, we design specialized extractors that locate and classify atomic elements into
predefined categories such as:
− disease names (e.g., “foot and mouth disease”, “rift valley fever”);
− viruses (e.g., “picornavirus”) and serotypes (e.g., “Asia-1”);
− species (e.g., “sheep”, “pigs”, “cattle”);
− locations of events specified at different levels of geo-granularity (e.g., “United King-
dom”, “eastern provinces of Shandong and Jiangsu, China”);
− dates in different formats (e.g., “last Tuesday”, “two month ago”).
For the animal disease name recognition, we developed an Animal Disease Extractor
(DSEx)1, which relies on a medical ontology, automatically-enriched with synonyms and
causative viruses75. For species extraction we use pattern matching on a stemmed dictionary
of animal names from Wikipedia2. Furthermore, we used the Stanford NER3 tool (which
uses conditional random fields) together with NGA GEOnet Names Database (GNS)4 for
location recognition and set of regular expressions for date/time extraction.
The top panel in Figure 6.1 shows a paragraph where entities recognized by our extractors
are highlighted. As an example, the output from our entity recognition module for the
sentence “Taiwan’s TVBS television station reports that agricultural authorities confirmed
foot-and-mouth disease on a hog farm in Taoyuan” is shown below:
1KDD DSEx - http://fingolfin.user.cis.ksu.edu:8080/diseaseextractor/
2Species in Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_animal_names
3Stanford NER - http://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/index.shtml
4GNS - http://earth-info.nga.mil/gns/html/
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− animal diseases - “foot-and-mouth disease” (recognized by the DSEx);
− locations - “Taoyuan” (recognized by the Location Extractor);
− species - “hog” (recognized by the Species Extractor).
More precisely, Figure 6.1 describes main steps of the proposed approach: first, entities
are recognized using several extractors; second, the true event sentences are identified and
classified as suspected or confirmed; next, instances from true event sentences are grouped
together into potential event tuples; finally, instances of the same event are consolidated
into one comprehensive tuple.
6.1.2 Event Sentence Classification
After the entities are recognized in a document, we next extract sentences that contain such
entities and classify them as corresponding to true events or false positive events. True events
should include a disease name together with a disease-related verb. Furthermore, these
events are classified as confirmed or suspected using the Confirmation Status Extractor. This
extractor relies on a restricted list of verbs that suggest confirmed events (e.g., happened) or
suspected events (e.g., catch) and their synonyms identified using GoogleSets or WordNet27.
For example, the following sentence is classified as corresponding to a confirmed event: “On
9 Jun 2009, the farm’s owner reported symptoms of FMD in more than 30 hogs.”
The initial list of verbs consists of single word verbs/nouns (e.g., kill) and verb/noun
phrases (e.g., strike out). The first two columns in Table 6.1 show the number of initial verbs
denoted as IN -V and verb phrases denoted as IN -V P for both suspected and confirmed
categories. Columns 3 and 4 show similar numbers for the augmented list of verbs obtained
using GoogleSets (GS-V , GS-V P respectively), while columns 5, 6 show these numbers for
WordNet (WN -V , WN -V P respectively). The complete list of these indicative nouns/verbs
is in Table A.2 in Appendix A. The list of verbs used to classify sentences as confirmed or
suspected is also useful for eliminating frequent, but not event-related sentences such as:
“Foot and mouth disease is[V] a highly pathogenic animal disease”.
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Table 6.1: Statistics about the restricted list of verb features for the event recognition
Status IN-V IN-VP CS-V GS-VP WN-V WN-VP
Suspected 7 1 55 2 37 10
Confirmed 7 1 55 13 48 9
The second step in Figure 6.1 shows more examples of potential event-related sentences
and their classification. We first classify sentences as event-related - “YES” or event non-
related - “NO”. We then classify event-related sentences as suspected or confirmed based
on the restricted list of verbs/verb phrases represented in Table 6.1.
6.1.3 Event Tuple Generation
An event is an occurrence of a disease within a particular time and space range. We use
four main event attributes to specify an event: disease name, date, location, species. In
addition, as we extract events automatically from crawled web documents, we also include
an attribute that specifies the confirmation status of an event. Thus, an event can be
described as a tuple of the following form:
Eventi
def
=< disease, date, location, species, status >, (6.1)
where each attribute in the tuple is obtained with one of the extractors described in Section
6.1.1. The following tuple <FMD, 9 Jun 2009, Taoyuan, hog, confirmed> is an example of
an event. Given the incomplete and the uncertain nature of the information available online,
it is possible for events to have missing values, e.g., < disease, ?, location, species, ? >=<
FMD, ?, Taoyuan, hog, ? >, < disease, date, ?, species, ? >=< FMD, 06/09/09 , ?, hog, ? >.
For instance, news reports can contain information about disease-related events that hap-
pened in some location without a specific date or species being provided.
Furthermore, several sentences in a document can contain information about the same
event and we aggregate the corresponding event tuples into a unique tuple based on the
attributes available, as shown in the last step in Figure 6.1.
In addition to abovementioned main event attributes, there are other infinite set of
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Figure 6.1: Description of the event recognition approach workflow through an example
attributes related to animal disease events that can possibly be extracted from web-pages
such as: date of event report (e.g., 12/18/2007), reporting source (e.g., FMD Institute
of Animal Health), morbidity and mortality (e.g., number of animals infected and killed),
damage, governmental response, etc.
Eventi
def
=< what;when;where;who; reported date; reported source... >
Algorithm 4 summarizes the steps for entity recognition, event-related sentence classifi-
cation and tuple generation.
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Algorithm 4 Entity Recognition, Sentence Classification and Tuple Generation
Input: Set of web documents D
Output: Set of extracted events ek ∈ E for each document dj ∈ D
foreach document dj ∈ D do
S = TokenizeToSentences(dj);
foreach sentence si ∈ S do
disease = ExtractDiseaseEntities(si);
if disease 6= ∅ then
status = ExtractConfirmationStatus(si);
if status 6= ∅ then
date = ExtractDateEntities(si);
location = ExtractLocationEntities(si);
species = ExtractSpeciesEntites(si);
else
skip sentence si;
end if;
else
skip sentence si;
end if;
end for;
E = GenerateTuples(disease, date, location, species, status);
ek = AggregateTuples(E);
end for.
6.1.4 Experimental Design and Results: Experiment D
We used the existing DUCView Pyramid scoring tool52 to score automatically generated
event tuples and evaluate our approach. Pyramid scoring is a technique for evaluating
summarization results, which was introduced in53 and relies on multiple summaries to assign
the significance weights to summarization content units (i.e., entities)54.
To perform the evaluation, we used Google to retrieve 100 documents related to two
animal diseases: rift valley fever (RVF) and foot-and-mouth disease (FMD). We manually
created two sets of summaries for each of the 100 documents and extracted entities cor-
responding to event tuples from each summary and each document. Then, we used the
DUCView tool to compare automatically generated event tuples with entities from human
summaries. As a result, the entities from event tuples are assigned weights in the range [0, 1]
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where 1 represents the best recognition score and it means that entity from automatically-
generated tuple is present in all summaries. The entity weights are used to calculate an
aggregated score for event tuples. Specifically, the score for an event tuple described in
Equation 6.1 is given by:
Scorei =< wddisease, wtdate, wllocation, wsspecies, wcstatus > (6.2)
subject to disease + status = 2
where disease, · · · , species take 0/1 values (entity present or not in the tuple) and a tuple
is valid only if both disease and status are present. The resulting scores are reported as a
measure of the accuracy of the proposed event tuple recognition and classification approach
and shown in Table 6.2.
More precisely, we evaluate our event tuple recognition and classification approach by
applying three lists of verbs and verb phrases for confirmation status extraction which are
introduced in Table 6.1. Furthermore, we consider stemmed S vs. non-stemmed NS versions
of these lists. The results for the non-stemmed version of the lists are shown in the first
three columns of the Table 6.2 for the initial list, GoogleSets augmented list and WordNet.
augmented list, respectively. Similarly, the results for the stemmed version are shown in the
last three columns of the Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Pyramid Event Score Distribution by Range
Score Range IN-NS GS-NS WN-NS IN-S GS-S WN-S
Low [0 - 0.3] 73% 43% 38% 19% 18% 13%
Medium [0.31 - 0.7] 18% 27% 29% 27% 30% 13%
High [0.71 - 1] 9% 30% 33% 54% 52% 74%
Average Score 0.17 0.40 0.45 0.64 0.65 0.75
As can be seen from the Table 6.2, the initial list of verbs results in many low score events
which means that not many tuples can be extracted with high confidence using only these
verbs. While the augmented lists, without stemming, give better results, only approximately
one third of the events are scored with a high confidence for both GoogleSets and WordNet.
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However, the scores increase significantly for all lists when stemming is used. The best
results are obtained for the WordNet
Figures 6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c show the comparative histograms of the event score distri-
bution using the initial, automatically augmented with GoogleSets and WordNet lists, for
both stemmed and non-stemmed versions of lists. As can be seen, more events are identified
using the WordNet list and they have higher scores (many of them have the max score 1).
Figure 6.2 demonstrates the dependency between the quality and the size of the list of
verbs and the average event recognition score.
Figure 6.2: Event recognition score vs. the size of the list of stemmed/unstemmed n-grams
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(a) Event score distribution using Initial list of verbs
(b) Event score distribution using augmented with GoogleSet list of verbs
(c) Event score distribution using augmented with WordNet list of verbs
Figure 6.3: Event recognition score histograms for different n-gram lists: initial list vs. list
augmented using GoogleSets vs. list augmented using WordNet
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6.2 Event Recognition for Predictive Epidemiology
The predictive epidemiology is an area for modeling of animal infectious disease spread and
suggesting optimal mitigation strategies to control the impact on the society and environ-
ment. The input data for such spatial-temporal predictive models is usually secured or
restricted in use. Such restrictions lead to the information incompleteness that, in turn,
drops the accuracy of the model prediction. Since a plethora of animal disease-related data
is available online, it can be used as an input for these predictive models.
In this Section we present ongoing research on the text mining project in the domain
of epidemiology for animal disease event extraction and classification into predefined cat-
egories such as: susceptible, infected and recovered. We consider similar event attributes
as described in Section 6.1 including animal disease names, dates, species with correspond-
ing numbers and geo-referenced locations. Currently, we are interested in extracting data
related to the foot-and-mouth disease outbreak in 2001 in United Kingdom80 from ıProMed-
Mail reports 5. The relevant extracted information will be the input for the spatial-temporal
predictive model suggested in64.
6.2.1 Event Attribute Extraction
An outbreak is a collection of events that are connected by disease name and happened
within restricted space and time range as formalized in Equation 6.3:
Outbreakj
def
= {E1, E2, ...En}or
n∑
i=1
Ei,
where E1, E2, ...En are events that share the same disease name.
An event is an occurrence of a disease within a particular time and space range. There-
fore, the modified main event attributes compared to Equation 6.1 are: disease, date, loca-
tion, species, numbers, status as specified in Equation 6.3:
Eventi
def
=< disease, date, location, species, number, status >, (6.3)
5ProMed-Mail - http://www.promedmail.org
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For event attribute extraction we need to use methods and tools presented in Section
6.1.1 together with modified species extractor that should correctly extract numbers related
to species. We present examples of automatically extracted event attributes for each event
status: susceptible, infected, recovered below:
1. “The signs suggested the 27 pigs could be suffering from foot and mouth disease (FMD)
in Island of Anglesey, Wales as reported on 2/21/2001”
− <FMD; 2/21/2001; Island of Anglesey, Wales; 27 pigs; susceptible>;
2. “The UK Ministry of Agriculture confirmed on 2/20/2001 that 27 pigs found with
vesicles in an abattoir near Brentwood, Essex, have Foot and Mouth Disease”
− <FMD; 2/20/2001; Brentwood, Essex; 27 pigs; infected>;
3. “Almost 2000 cattle and more than 15 000 sheep, have been or are waiting to be slaugh-
tered since the resurgence of the disease in Northumberland as reported on 8/31/2001”
− <FMD; 8/31/2001; Northumberland; 2000 cattle, 15 000 sheep; recovered>.
6.2.2 Event Sentence Status Classification
In order to classify disease-related sentences into three status categories: susceptible, in-
fected or recovered applying our event recognition approach presented in Section 6.1.2 and
described in Figure 6.1, we need to consider corresponding list of n-gram patterns for each
of the category (similarly to the lists of nouns and verbs in Table A.2). The complete list of
these indicative n-grams for susceptible, infected and recovered classes is presented in Table
A.1 in Appendix A.
In addition, we present Algorithm 5 for SIR event recognition and classification which
is a modified version of Algorithm 4 presented earlier. The main difference is that we are
required to extract numbers for species; therefore, we consider species with numbers as a
main attribute of the event tuple in current task.
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Algorithm 5 Entity Recognition, SIR Sentence Classification and Tuple Generation*
Input: Set of documents D tokenized into sentences ni ∈ N, list of n-grams
for SIR classification from Table A.1
Output: Events ek ∈ E classified into three categories such as: suspected
or infected or recovered S ∨ I ∨R
foreach document dj ∈ D do
S = TokenizeToSentences(dj);
foreach sentence si ∈ S do
status = ExtractSIRStatus(si);
if status 6= ∅ then
species = ExtractSpeciesWithNumbers(si);
if species 6= ∅ then
disease = ExtractDiseaseEntities(si) &&
location = ExtractLocationEntities(si) &&
date = ExtractDateEntites(si) &&
else
skip sentence si;
end if;
else
skip sentence si;
end if;
end for;
E = GenerateTuples(disease, date, location, species, status);
ek = AggregateTuples(E);
end for.
As we mentioned above, we are interested in extracting data about foot-and-mouth
disease outbreak that happened in United Kingdom in 2001. For that purpose, we collected
118 related reports from ProMed-Mail and applied our event recognition approach.
In Figure 6.4 we present our extracted results on the maps for each month separately.
We use 3 colors for three event types, respectively: yellow for susceptible, red for infected
and green for recovered state. Moreover, for each location we consider the last corresponding
status at the end of the month, e.g., Cumbia was in susceptible state at the beginning of
June, then it was in infected state and, finally, it was in recovered state at the end of June.
The extracted results confirm the effectiveness of our event recognition and classification
approach, however our results are limited to the information presented in the source.
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(a) February (b) March (c) April
(d) May (e) June (f) August
(g) September (h) October (i) December
Figure 6.4: The spread of foot-and-mouth disease outbreak in UK, 2001
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6.3 Summary and Discussion
In this Chapter we presented our novel sentence-based approach for disease-related event
recognition. We first extracted event attributes and classified sentences as event related or
non-related. We then classified event-related sentences into two categories such as: suspected
and confirmed based on the predefined set of the indicative n-grams (nouns, verbs and noun
and verb phrases). Finally, we generated comprehensive event tuple for every document in
the experimental collection.
We applied our event recognition approach for predictive epidemiology domain. Our
preliminary results show that automatically extracted data can be effectively used as an
input to spatio-temporal models for prediction of the disease spread.
However, it is important to point out the limitations of the proposed sentence-based
event recognition approach:
− the accuracy of the event recognition completely depends on the separate entity ex-
traction accuracy; it means that if the accuracy of the location or species extraction
is low then it influences the accuracy of the event recognition;
− the co-reference resolution was not implemented, we left it as future work;
− the event aggregation and deduplication requires more comprehensive heuristics and
additional knowledge, for example co-reference resolution;
− the event tuple with missing values should be more accurately aggregated into more
comprehensive event tuple with all attribute values.
In order to conclude, let us analyze our results for the event recognition task and the
results reported by the other surveillance systems:
− PULS receives approximately 10000 documents from MedISys per month with 27%
relevant documents (they report animal disease-related events) and the remaining 73%
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does not report any events. Authors evaluated their event recognition functionality
by collecting 100 English-language documents with 156 events.
The event recognition results are divided into four categories:
1. Number of correctly identified true events - True Positive value is 63 out of 156;
2. Disease names were detected 74 times by system, however there was no event to
report (the disease name appeared in the drug, vaccines context);
3. Disease names appeared in other context including politics, sport - 19 misclassi-
fied events;
4. Diseases that should have been identified but were not - False Negatives, 13
events.
Based on the abovementioned results the reported precision value is 0.88, calculated
as category one events and category two events divided by the total number of the
events 63 + 74 = 137 out of 156.
Moreover, authors present the other experiment for estimating the number of False
Negatives using other 200 documents. The system reported no events for all docu-
ments, however 14% of them included disease related events.
− BioCaster detects approximately 950 disease-location pairs per month as disease-
related events from news including Google News - 26.4%, Yahoo News - 30.3%, ProMed-
Mail -18.6% and 24.3% for others. The experiment includes 1 month period news. The
reported results - 887/950 correct disease-location pairs and 93.4% precision.
We report our event recognition results in terms of accuracy in contrast to MedISys and
BioCaster that report only precision. We insist that recall component is more important
than precision for the event recognition. It is highly desirable to recognize all possible events
in the documents, for instance if there are 3 events and we are able to recognize only 1 (but
with high precision), then the approach is not efficient enough.
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Chapter 7
Conclussions
7.1 Summary
Monitoring epidemic crises, caused by rapid spread of infectious animal diseases, can be fa-
cilitated by the plethora of information about disease-related events that is available online.
Therefore, the ability to use this information to perform domain-specific entity recogni-
tion and event-related sentence classification, which in turn can support time and space
visualization of automatically extracted events, is highly desirable.
For that purpose, in this thesis we precisely formulated and investigated several research
problems such as:
− animal disease-related document classification;
− domain-specific entity extraction;
− animal disease-related event recognition.
For disease-related document classification we considered a framework, different
feature representations for the documents and different machine learning classification algo-
rithms. We evaluated the document relevance classification using binary features, keyword
term frequency and the “bag-of-words” representation using word unigrams and bigrams.
Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our text categorization component
in the designed framework for epidemiological analytics.
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For domain-specific entity extraction, we proposed two different techniques: an
ontology-based approach and a sequence labeling methodology using syntactic features with
sliding window.
− For our ontology-based approach, we used a semantic relationship extraction based
on syntactic patterns and POS tagging to construct an ontology (containing animal
diseases, their synonyms and viruses). We compared the automatically-constructed
ontology obtained using our relationship extraction approach with an ontology con-
structed using GoogleSets expansion approach, which refers to expanding a given par-
tial set of objects into a more complete set. We compared the entities extracted using
all abovementioned ontologies in terms of precision and recall, and reported F-measure
values as a function of the ontology size. The results show that our semantic relation-
ship extraction approach brings new knowledge to an initial ontology and, therefore,
boosts the domain-specific biomedical entity extraction results.
− For our sequence labeling approach, we exacted syntactic word-level features (cap-
italization, POS tagging, abbreviations, term frequency) using a sliding window ap-
proach. We evaluated our approach using different machine learning algorithms to-
gether with different feature representations and various window sizes. We reported
results of the domain-specific entity extraction in terms of F-measure, precision and
recall and compared them with the results from the other surveillance systems.
For event recognition we presented our novel sentence-based approach for animal dis-
ease event recognition and classification. Entity and confirmation status extraction methods
are used to automatically generate structured summaries about domain-specific events in
the form of tuples. Furthermore, we applied several lists of verbs for confirmation status
extraction including WordNet and GoogleSets. We used DUCView tool52 to calculate scores
for automatically generated event tuples, which can be seen as a measure of accuracy of our
approach. The highest accuracy was obtained using a WordNet augmented list of verbs.
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7.2 Contribution
The major contributions of this thesis are presented in 3 strongly refereed papers and 2
poster presentations:
− Computational Knowledge and Information Management in Veterinary
Epidemiology74
We have presented a system for animal disease outbreak analysis by automatically ex-
tracting relational information from online data. We aim to detect and map infectious
disease outbreaks by extracting information from unstructured sources. The system
crawls web sites and classifies pages by topical relevance. The information extraction
component performs document analysis for animal disease related event recognition.
The visualization component plots extracted events into GoogleMaps using spatial
information and supports timeline representation of disease outbreaks in SIMILE.
− Boosting Biomedical Entity Extraction by Using Syntactic Patterns for
Semantic Relation Discovery73
We have proposed a novel ontology-based biomedical entity extraction approach using
semantic relations learning by syntactic pattern matching. We first, manually con-
struct an ontology for extracting entities such as: animal disease names, viruses and
serotypes. We then use an automated ontology expansion approach to extract seman-
tic relations between concepts. Such relations include asserted synonymy, hyponymy
and causality. The relations are extracted by using a set of syntactic patterns and part-
of-speech tagging. The resulting ontology contains richer semantics compared to the
manually-constructed ontology. We compare our approach for extracting synonyms,
hyponyms and other disease-related concepts, with an approach where the ontology
is expanded using GoogleSets, on the veterinary medicine entity extraction task. Ex-
perimental results show that our semantic relation extraction approach produces a
significant increase in precision and recall as compared to the GoogleSets approach.
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− Named Entity Recognition and Tagging in the Domain of Epizootics75
We have discussed the web-mining of animal-disease related information from pub-
lished news articles and publicly-available postings. Previously, such kinds of tasks
were performed mostly for human diseases related data. Meanwhile, our task is di-
rectly related to web-crawling for extraction animal disease related information. We
define the domain-specific information extraction task from crawled unstructured data
in the domain of veterinary medicine. This task is related to the development of several
modules for tagging entities such as: animal disease names, species, vaccines, serotypes
etc. The extraction technique is based on a pattern matching approach. The gazetteer
is semi-automatically collected from official web-portals and manually enriched with
synonymic and causative relationships between related ontology concepts.
− Animal Disease Event Recognition and Classification72
We have proposed a rule-based approach to the problem of extracting animal disease-
related events from web documents. Our approach relies on the recognition of struc-
tured entity tuples, consisting of attributes, which describe events related to animal
diseases. The event attributes that we consider include animal diseases, dates, species
and geo-referenced locations. We perform disease names and species recognition using
an automatically-constructed ontology, dates are extracted using regular expressions,
while locations are extracted using a conditional random fields tool. The extracted
events are further classified as confirmed or suspected based on semantic features, ob-
tained from the e.g., GoogleSets and WordNet. Our preliminary results demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed approach.
− Automated Event Extraction and Named Entity Recognition in the Domain
of Veterinary Medicine71
We will summarize our results in automated event extraction and classification, domain-
specific named entity recognition by their comparison with other surveillance systems.
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7.3 Future Work
Several future research directions are discussed below:
− Domain-specific Entity Extraction
First, there are several manually or semi-automatically constructed multilingual on-
tologies for the veterinary epidemiology implemented in BioCaster21 and MedISys12.
Therefore, we will work on the automated multilingual ontology construction for the
domain of veterinary medicine using other semistructured sources e.g., Wikipedia for
entity extraction60 and entity disambiguation32.
Second, there are several language independent set expansion approaches of general
named entities using web76 and biomedical entities45. Therefore, we plan to extend
our semantic relationship extraction approach to other domains and other generalized
named entities19. Moreover, we plan to enrich the ontology obtained using GoogleSets
with relationships extracted using our automated-ontology construction approach73.
− Event Recognition
We intend to apply a deeper syntactic analysis of the sentence37 and part-of-speech
tagging in addition to the list of verbs that we used. We plan to consider the negation
words, modal words and tense etc. Moreover, it is necessary to integrate coreference
resolution functionality70 into our event recognition approach. We need to study how
to deal with pronoun resolution when the event is reported in multiple sentences.
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Appendix A
Event Indicative N-grams: Complete
Lists by Classes
In Tables A.1 and A.2 we present the complete list of indicative n-grams (nouns/verbs,
noun/verb phrases) for susceptible, infected, recovered classes and suspected, confirmed
classes respectively.
Table A.1: The complete lists of verb and noun n-grams for susceptible, infected and recov-
ered classes
Status Corresponding Verb/Noun N-gram Patterns
Susceptible susceptible, be taken in, fall for, give in, impression, inclined, influence,
liable, movable, non-resisted, open, predisposed, prone, ready, receipted,
response, sensitized, sensitive, subject, vulnerable, head counted, agri-
culture censured, density, suspect, populated, healthy, at risk, exposed;
Infected contaminated, disease, sick, infect, diseased ridden, plague ridden,
plagued, affect, influenced, morbid, report, diagnosed, infection, emit,
virus produced;
Recovered recovered, removed, disposed, euthanasia administered, cull, ip cul, in-
fect premiseculed, dc cull, danger direct contact cul, dead, clean, death,
mortal, cp cull contiguous premiseculed, discard, eliminated, excised,
withdrawn, isolated, separated, retrieved, regain, recuperated, heal, cure,
slaughter, evaded, electrocuted, burn, buried, incinerated, destroyed,
end.
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Table A.2: The complete lists of verb and noun n-grams for confirmed and suspected classes
List Name Status Corresponding Verb/Noun N-gram Patterns
Initial Confirmed confirm, infect, strike, outbreak, tested positive, detected, diag-
nosed, diseased;
Suspected spread, catch, threat, danger, risk of infection, warned, subject,
suspect;
GoogleSets Confirmed confirm, open, close, select, search, review, buy, alert, prompt, re-
serve, set time out, quote, clear timeout, fetch, write, set interval,
prepare, delete, print, describe, execute, scroll to, scroll by, move
to, add, clear, save, back, infect, the exchange of, strike, ball, strike
looking, fouled off the pitch, outbreak, tested positive, tested neg-
ative, those affected, at risk, detected, request, reset, not enabled,
not detected, diagnosed, facilitated, represented, assessed, clarified,
collected, advocated, assisted, guided, supported, demonstrated,
referred, familiarized, educated, provided, arranged, ensured, dis-
eased, remedy, truth, given, ill, dead, morbid;
Suspected spread, catch, try, finally, throw, threat, risk, hazard, danger, warn-
ing, caution, risk, hazard, peril, note, jeopardy, para, flammable,
threat, poison, endanger, corrosive, attention, notice, endanger-
ment, chance, menace, imperil, tip, hint, error, important, section,
hazardous, safety, imperilment, jeopardize, threaten, combustible,
signs, explosive, gamble, pitfall, fatal, emergency, death, caustic,
toxic, harmful, chapter, warned, mobile, phone, blocked, suspect,
risk of infection, susceptibility to infection;
WordNet Confirmed stroked, affected, affirmed, beared out, buried, burned, cleaned,
contaminated, corroborated, cp cull, contigu premis, cull, culled, dc
cull, danger, direct contact, cull, dead, death, destroyed, detected,
diagnosed, discarded, diseased, diseas-ridden, disposed, electro-
cuted, eliminated, emitted, ended, eraded, euthanasia adminis-
trated, excised, healed, infected, infested, influenced, ip cull, in-
fect premis cull, isolated, killed, morbided, mortality, outbreak,
plagu, plagu-ridden, reasserted, recovered, recuperated, regained,
removed, reported, retrieved, separated, sick, slaughtered, substan-
tiated, support, sustain, test posit for, product, withdrawn;
Suspected spread, catch, threated, danger, risk of infection, warned, predicted,
alerted, scared, re-emerged, agriculture census, at risk, be taken in,
believed, believed like, density, expected, exposed, fall for, give
in, guess, head count, health, herd counted, imagined, impression,
inclined, influenced, liable, movable, nonresistant, opened, popu-
lated, predisposed, prone, reading, receipted, responded, sensiled,
sensited, subjected, supposed, surmised, suspected.
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